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ABSTRACT
Roadway systems contain a wide variety of spatially distributed physical features 
which require installation, maintenance and replacement. These features include traffic 
control devices such as signs, signals, pavement markings and streetlights. Several 
technologies exist that can be utilized by the transportation sector to improve program 
management of a number of these features. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
technology provides a powerful environment for the capture, storage, retrieval, analysis, and 
display of spatial (locationally defined) data. A need exists to provide an inventory of the 
transportation physical plant to interface with a work management system. Information 
pertaining to the number and condition of such features is required for planning, operating, 
maintaining, managing and budgeting needs. This thesis summarizes the development of a 
user-fiiendly, computerized process to establish a graphical interface between a roadway 
inventory database and GIS.
Evaluation of existing technologies and a survey of current literature will provide a 
basis for the design of a TraflBc Control Device Maintenance Management System. This 
system will provide a consistent form of technology transfer on a common platform. This
111
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system will manage resources by integrating work-orders and the database. The system will 
utilize GIS technology to integrate a work-order system and a database reporting system 
for resource management. The work order interface capabilities will include maintenance 
work-order management, project cost and progress tracking, and program planning and 
policy analysis.
The key is to develop a user-friendly system useful to both the field-level installation 
crews and planning-level management. A case study in Clark County, Nevada, will be used 
to evaluate alternative methods of collecting and data on traffic control devices and to 
illustrate the development of a GIS-based management system. This system is intended to 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of operational practices as well as serve as a vital 
decision support tool for planning and management.
IV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
The Intennodal Surfece Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) has prompted 
the streamlining of information gathering processes for city, county, and state 
transportation agencies. In fulfilling the demands of the ISTEA, it is important to 
consider new means of gathering transportation information [Jaselskis 1994]. Each 
agency is required to account for their infi'astructure and develop a maintenance 
management system to support requests. Additionally, this information will be useful for 
a host of local and regional activities at macro and micro-economic levels ranging fi'om 
policy analysis, planning, design, construction, operations, maintenance and 
rehabilitation. Systems utilized for information retrieval range firom hard copies stored in 
file cabinets to totally automated electronic data collection, storage and retrieval. 
Methods of data capture are labor and time intensive. For example, standardized forms 
that are typically used for data capture are usually filled out manually. The need exists to 
create a system that will satisfactorily serve the working units of the agency and provide 
the documentation required to procure resources for infirastructure maintenance and 
improvements.
This research effort is aimed specifically at aiding the Clark County Department 
o f Public Works Traffic Division (CCDPW) in their attempts to enhance working
I
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efficiency and be better prepared to address resource management needs. This is 
accomplished by investigating and evaluating several technologies for collecting, 
managing, analyzing, and reporting of field data Methods of collecting data on 
infrastructure elements in new developments prior to their installation, along with feature 
tagging for identification referencing, work-order generation, and budgetary and 
resource management are also examined. This report provides a description of some of 
the relevant advanced technologies, their applications, and cost-benefit fectors. It also 
documents findings fi-om research efforts for suggested methods for replacing the aU 
"manually generated" paper system with an automated inventory and work-order system. 
Several technologies exist that can be applied to the transportation sector for
better p ogram management. Technologies included are as follows [Jaselskis 1994].: 
Bar coding
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
Touch buttons 
Magnetic stripes 
Video logging
Global Positioning Systems (GPS)
Voice recognition
Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
Radio Frequency Data Communications (RFDC)
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
• Pen-based Computers
The report reflects a progressive recommendation considering the level of 
existing technology currently used in Clark County. The focus is on a system to collect 
baseline inventory data, capture new residential and commercial development, and create 
a progressively automated maintenance and work-order management system. It is 
particularly important to progressively automate the work-order system in order to 
ensure compliance and train the work crews without discouraging them firom using the 
technology. The research involved four steps: a) A literature search for data capture 
technologies including various vendor demonstrations; b) an analysis of the County’s 
needs; c) the development of a system to assist with the roadside inventory management; 
and d) a demonstration of the system.
An evaluation of the state-of-the-practice, based on a review of the literature, is 
presented in Chapter 2. The methodology for program development and an evaluation 
of technology and vendors is presented in Chapter 3. The analyses o f need's assessment 
criteria for base map data collection and management applications are presented in 
Chapter 4. An evaluation of work-order case study data is presented in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 6 discusses the results o f the analysis and suggests recommendations o f  various 
applications. These applications are for practical use by Clark County Department of 
Public Works.
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CHAPTER 2 
BACKGROUND
The background information is divided into three main groups. First is a review 
of practices currently employed by Clark County Department of Public Works Traffic 
Division. Second is a review of literature examining current technological capabilities, 
data collecting technology, database management and examples of the reviewed 
technology in actual application. Third is a summary of the goals and objective of this 
report as they pertain to the needs o f Clark County Department of Public Works.
2.1 Review of Practice 
The current system in place in the Clark County Department of Public Works 
Traffic Division (CCDPW) is a manually created paper work-order form. [See 
Appendix A. 1 and A.2 for samples of current work-order forms]. When the work-order 
form is completed, it is stored in a file cabinet. There is no electronic storage or retrieval 
of road feature installation and maintenance data. Electronic storage and retrieval of 
such information are critical for timely program planning, evaluation and resource 
management. A summary count o f work-orders completed is the major statistic 
captmed. The CCDPW does have access to parcel, street centerline, and segmented 
pavement referenced Geographic Information System (GIS) coverages in ARC/INFO 
format fi'om the Geographic Information Systehi Management Office (GISMO) under
R eproduced with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
task order to the CCDPW. The use of GIS-based data storage system is highly 
desirable because o f  the current amount of data existing in ARC/INFO. This information 
was established by the CCDPW. The capabilities afforded by GIS are data capture, 
management, analysis and display in a common spatial referencing system. There are 
various methods o f  data capture, retrieval, management and analysis systems. These 
systems are examined for ease of use and field mobility.
Work-orders used by field crews to perform maintenance activities are generated 
by several sources: internal (emergency, scheduled, inspection), external (citizens, Board 
of County Commissioners, other departments, Metro-police), engineering staf^ and 
operations staff. A flow chart of work-order development depicting the current process 
followed for Traffic Management Division is presented in Figure 2.1. Once the work has 
been completed, the form is filed in the Traffic Division office. In order to find 
information for a particular area or problem type, the process would be to sort through 
the paper files imtil the information could be extracted. Heavy reliance is on the field 
crew staff" to identify recurring problem sites and pop-up emergency inspection and 
repairs.
In this research effort, traffic control device related infirastructure is divided into 
the following categories: Signs, signals, streetlights, and pavement markings. The 
population of each o f  these categories is estimated in Table 2.1
Table 2.1 Traffic Control Device Quantiity Estimates
Traffic Control Device Estimated Quantity Estimate Source
Signals 287 Signal Maintenance Office
Streetlights 60,000 Streetlight evaluation 
project
Signs 50,000 Sign Maintenance Office
Paint/Pavement Markings Not available
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Figure 2.1 Work-order Generation Flow Chart
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It is estimated that there are approximately 10 new subdivision development 
acceptance inspections per month and 6,000 work-orders completed per year. In order 
to capture the data for useful analysis, this report examines the following areas:
• Initial data collection to populate the base map;
• eflBcient recording of new installations and land development;
• feature taggii^ for identification referencing;
• analysis and report generation for budgetary and resource management needs;
• field use equipment for work-order generation and data base updating.
Once the system is established, the key component for use will be the ability to 
maintain and update easily and as automatically as possible. Quality control methods will 
have to be established to ensure reliability of the system.
Table 2.2 lists the hierarchy of technology to collect data and input it into GIS 
accessible format. The chart was conçjüed as a summary of the literature review. The 
first column lists the type of base measurement vehicle or medium used to collect the 
feature location referenced data. The second column indicates the average speed of the 
data collection vehicle to get from one feature to the next. The third column lists the 
primary technology used to make the initial feature location referencing measurement. 
The fourth column lists the secondary or support measurement technology. The 
resulting reference map or output form is listed in column five.
Table 2.3 lists the hierarchy of work-order interfece with GIS. The first column 
lists the type of tracking device permanently applied to each feature for identification, 
location reference and limited attribute informatioiL The second column indicates the
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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technology level used by the field crew for recording work performed. The third column 
lists the initial interfece process used to track work performed into a history file. The 
fourth column lists the technology requirement to download the task and history 
information into the GIS database.
Table 2.2 Hierarchy of data collection and GIS input
Measurement
location
data collection 
speed
measurement 
method 1
measurement 
method 2
reference map
not vehicle based low walking 
<4mph
Electronic
Distance
Measuring
station
Distance
Measuring
Instrument
GIS
not vehicle based low walking 
<4mph
Global
Positioning
System
GIS
not vehicle based low walking 
<4mph
Global
Positioning
System
laser
rangefmding
GIS
ground based vehicle low road 
lOmph
digital video Global 
Positioning 
System and 
laser
rangefinding
GIS
ground based vehicle highway speed 
40mph
digital video Global
Positioning
System
GIS
Aerial high speed 
+40mph
Global 
Positioning 
System and 
remote sensing
Aerial ortho­
photography
aerial high speed 
+40mph
laser
rangefmding/ 
remote sensing
Aerial ortho­
photography
satellite high speed 
+40mph
remote sensing Aerial ortho- 
photography
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Feature
Identification
Field Unit 
Technology
Field Unit Technology to Database 
Interface
GIS Interface
None paper field office PC manual input and 
down load
standard phone line
bar code type laptop
computer
field office PC manual down load standard phone line
bar code type tricorder field office PC auto down load dedicated phone 
line
radio frequency type laptop
computer
field office PC auto down load dedicated phone 
line
radio frequency type pen-based
computer
direct modem
touch button laptop
computer
direct modem
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2.2 Review of the Literature
The literature review has been consolidated into a tabular format as shown in Table 2.4. 
The first column lists the review category. The second column lists the author’s last 
name and year o f  publication. The third column gives a short summary description o f the 
reference’s content. The survey of literature is divided into several categories to group 
like articles together. The categories are:
2.2.1 Background on Current Technology that includes GIS Principles, Government 
Policies, Existing Technology Problems, and Technology Improvements.
2.2.2 Data Collection Technology includes a review of Remote Imagery Sensing, 
Global Positioning Systems, Vehicle Data Collectors.
2.2.3 Data Base Management includes examples of Transportation Modeling, 
Maintenance System Management, Work-order Management, Pavement 
Management Systems, and Bridge Maintenance Management Systems.
2.2.4 Application Examples reviews examples of GIS and other advanced technologies 
currently used in inventory, transportation, environmental and systems 
management.
Document source references are listed above the summary o f each article. Individual 
article classifications are listed in bold at the beginning of each reference. Article 
summaries are taken primarily fi-om the document abstracts or conclusions.
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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2.2.1 Background
GIS Principles Von Meyer (1993) GIS Principles
Abler (1993) GPS/GIS development history
Petzold (1994) GIS/transportation management
AC&C,(1992) GIS and transportation planning
George (1992) ISTEA Impacts
Government Policies Anselmo (1994) Remote Sensing Imagery Sale
Asker (1992) Remote Sensing Imagery Sale
KIass(1990) Remote Sensing(GPS) Open-Use
Existing Problems AW&ST(1995) GPS Signal Interference
Nordwall (1995) GPS Signal Interference
Technology Improvements Nordwall (1994) GPS Accuracy Improvements
AW&ST(199S) GPS Accuracy Improvements
Nordwall (1995a) GPS/Air Navigation Accuracy
Covault (1994) Remote Sensing GIS Link
2.2.2 Data Collection Technology
Remote Sensing Asker (1992b) Satellite Data
Raber (1996) Integrating Digital Photogrammetry
Singh (1995) Pavement management
Global Positioning System Mansfield (1996) Data Collection Theory
Wanless (1992) Travel Time Study
Guo (1995) Digital Video Geographic
Vehicle Data Collectors Mastrandrea (1995) Ground-based Inventory/Location
Feature Tracking Fletcher (1994) Location Referencing System
Biggs (1996) Data Collection Software Interface
Mackintosh (1996) Data Collection OCR Method
Kutz(l995) Spatial Properties to IBghway Features
Harrison (1996) Data Collection - Base Map
Cohen (1994) Bar-Coding Theory
Jaselskis (1994) Feature Tagging Technology
Ind’l Eng. (1993) Bar-Coding Application
Glenn (1992) Dynamic Segmentation
Poling (1993) Comparison of Techniques
Okunieff (1995) Location Referencing Methods
2.2.3 Information Management
Data Base Management Onsrud(1995) Taxonomy of Spatial Data Sharing
Al-Swailmi (1994) Maintenance Mgt. System Design
Feldman (1993) Maintenance Software
Karasik (1986) Spreadsheet Prop. Mgt. Recordkeeping
Raley (1993) Data Management Issues
Wallace (1994) Planning GIS Integration
Racca(1995) GIS-T Standards
Guo (1996) Paper-based Maps to GIS
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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Transportation Modeling Mohamedshah (1994) Traffic Modeling
Sutton (1996) Transportation Modeling
Saka(1992) Emergency Response Analysis
Pawlovich (1996) Accident Location Analysis
McPherson (1996) Hghway Safety Studies
Maintenance System Mgt. Graf (1996) Water Department System
Carr (1996) PC/ArcView Inter&ce System
Murray (1996) GIS Database System
Baumgardner (1996) Infiastructure System
Harper (1993) GIS Integrated Systems
Work-order Management AC&C (1982) Vehicle Repair System
Lankford (1996) TELCO Work-Order Process
Pavement Management Sys. Gopinath (1994) Pavement Detection Technology
Osman (1994) GIS Platform
Anderson (1994) System Definition
McWaters (1994b) System Requirements
Me Waters (1994a) Development of a System
Bridge Maintenance Mgt Sys. Kuo (1994) Automated Bridge Management
2.2.4 Application Examples
Cincinnati, OH Babbs (1996) Sewer District Management
Clark County, NV PMS (1995) Pavement Management System
Georgia DOT Mggins (1996) GIS Base-map for PMS
Georgia DOT Landis (1996) Dymanic Segmentation for PMS
Georgia DOT Price (1996) Road Characteristic Database
Illinois DOT Wang (1995) Custom Multimedia PMS
Isle of Hope, GA Watson (1994) Remote Sensing Method-Landsat
Las Vegas, NV Agnew(1996) Parcel Layer GIS Database
Louisiana DOT Smailus (1996) Tourist Directional Logo Sign M gt
Lubbock, TX Hildebrand (1992) Utility Location Base Maps
Nevada BLM Ross (1994) Abandon Mine Location Inventory
Newark, NJ AC&C (1992) Environmental Resource Inventory
New Mexico Environ Dept. Olson (1996) Drinking Water Information System
North Las Vegas, NV Burke (1995) Bar-Coding Inventory Control
Pacifica, CA Hopper(1994) Traffic Control Device Inventory
Passaic County, NJ Rogers (1993) Natural Resource Management
Sonoran Desert, AZ Potter (1996) Organ Pipe Cactus Nat'l Monument
Scottsdale, AZ Constance (1994) Saguaro Cactus Location
Southern California Schirmer (1996) Wireless Communications Network
Trenton, NJ Cipolloni (1994) Traffic Control Device Inventory
Tokyo, Japan Sekiguchi (1995) Pavement Detection for PMS
Williamsburg, VA Better Roads (1995) Work Zone Safety Sign Mgt.
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2.2.1 Background on Current Technology
Current Technology is subdivided into GIS Principles, Government Policies, Existing 
Problems, Technology Inçrovements, This section summarizes the basis for GIS data 
storage and development,
GIS Principles
Von Meyer, (1993), GIS Principles - Uses the defîniton o f GIS [a computerized 
database management system for capture, storage, retrieval, analysis, and display 
of spatial (locationally defined) data] to list the basic principles o f establishing a 
GIS system.
Abler, (1993), Background on GIS Technology - Makes a historical reference on 
GPS/GIS development by stating ‘GIS is conventionally viewed as a tool for 
analysis, GPS/GIS makes it possible to put everything in its place, to see a 
locale, a region, or the entire world as more nearly whole and complete.’
Petzold (1994). Background on GIS Technology - Outlines the elements necessary to 
utilize existing technology in establishing a GIS network, applications, 
referencing systems and tools fitting together in a cyclical decision process. 
Applications themselves may well drive the selection o f the referencing system 
With many tools available, and more being developed, transportation agencies 
should select tools to fit the applications and not settle for having the tools define 
them The agency must also consider future transportation needs to avoid 
premature selection decisions.
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Putting the T  in 'GIS', (1992). Background on GIS Technology - An emerging trend 
among transportation agencies is to use a combination of technologies to view, 
update and analyze data. And it also uses conventional transportation models to 
evaluate traffic patterns and highway maintenance schedules. Data from the 
transportation models is linked to the GIS to better understand traffic patterns 
within the community and plan for future traffic demands.
Government Policies
Anselmo, (1994). Remote Sensing policy - A new remote sensing policy that permits 
US. companies to sell satellite imagery up to one meter in resolution, previously 
it was 10-meter resolution. The Orbital Sciences-led Eyeglass venture is also 
planning quick imagery delivery. The goal is to produce real-time imagery of any 
point on the earth. The administration's new policy allows the Secretary of 
Commerce, in consultation with the Secretaries of State and Defense, to limit 
data collection and/or distribution during periods "when national security or 
international obligations and/or foreign policies may be compromised". Disputes 
among the secretaries over shuttering a satellite would be settled by the 
President.
Asker, (1992). Remote sensing legislation - Earth Observation Satellite Co. (Eosat) 
and Spot Image (the two leading remote sensing satellite companies) are planning 
for new technologies, grappling with profound US legislative uncertainties and 
simultaneously nurturing established market relationships while seeking new 
customers.
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O f the three concerns — technological, marketing/financial and 
legal/regulatory — the last poled the biggest risks to their future.
Two measures are pending in Congress to overhaul the law regarding the 
satellites that Eosat relies on. The House passed an amended bill on a 
two-tier pricing structure version of this bill
A more radical proposal would "de commercialize" Landsat, leading to 
nearly free data for aU comers. The Senate has yet to act on that bilL 
Klass, (1990). Remote sensing (GPS) legislation - If the US were to reverse its GPS 
open-use policy, observers believe that Inmarsat would move to fill the void. 
However, to provide navsat service in the polar regions would require 
deployment of a number o f additional satellites whose cost would require 
Inmarsat to impose user charges, alternately, US carriers would need to outfit 
with Glonass receivers and depend on the USSR system for transoceanic 
operations.
Existing Problems
GPS Experts Suggest Way to Avoid Terrorism, (1995). GPS interference problems - 
The single biggest source of unintentional interference for a GPS signal, 
particularly on an instrument approach, could come from a mobile satellite 
systems transmitter near the runway. Jamming and spoofing are electronic 
warfare terms for two different ways of interfering with the RF signal.
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Nordwall, (1995b). GPS signal interference-. The FAA's GPS and integrated product 
team used the term 'worm holes' to describe the problems caused by ground- 
based interference.
Technology Improvements
Nordwall, (1994). GPS accuracy improvements - GPS is improving the precision of 
aerial surveys using laser terrain profiling. Morgan D. Reed and three colleagues 
at Lafeyette, LA-based John E. Chance and Associates, Inc., developed an on- 
the-fly kinematics D-GPS integrated with an air-borne laser for measuring terrain 
profiles. The technique is called Fast Laser Imaging-Mapping Airborne Platform 
(Fli-Map). To overcome inaccurate aircraft position it permits re-initializing the 
navigation solution while moving. Losing a satellite signal is common when an 
aircraft is operating close to the ground or maneuvering, and it is not a problem 
for GPS receivers with the standard 100-meter accuracy. But for other 
kinematics D-GPS systems to regain centimeter-level accuracy, a stationary re­
initialization is required.
GPS Improves Military Weapons, (1995). GPS accuracy improvements - The purpose 
of adding GPS is to improve targeting accuracy. The multiple-firame objective is 
to change the relationship of the three components of location error—range, 
Doppler and elevation. The researchers found that multiple range measurements 
can rriiriiiiiize Doppler error and multiple Doppler measurements can minimize 
target altitude error.
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Nordwall, (1995a). GPS/Air navigation accuracy improvement - Litton has 
developed a software modification for its LTN-101 Flagship inertial/GPS system 
which should allow it to be certified as a primary means o f navigation by the end 
of the year. The software uses the inertial reference system (1RS) to spot GPS 
satellite errors before they can cause major navigation errors. Most significantly, 
it can autonomously determine the integrity of the GPS signals even with bad 
satellite geometry or very few satellites in view.
2.2.2 Data Collection Technology 
Data Collection Technology is divided into four categories for the collection, 
storage and retrieval of spatial data location and tracking. The categories are remote 
imagery sensing firom satellites, global positioning satellite systems (GPS), vehicle 
mounted data collectors, and roadway feature tracking methods.
Remote Imagery Sensing 
Co vault, (1994). Remote sensing improvements - SPOT IMAGE is marketing a new 
data product, "SpotView" and defining a new data format, GIS Geospot, to help 
diverse geographic data users interfece with Spot capabilities. It is designed to 
bridge the gap between the two communities. The move is a response to the 
need to build a stronger interaction between imagery and geographic information 
in systems supplied to civil and military customers.
Constance, (1994). Remote sensing method - The city of Scottsdale, AZ developed an 
Advanced Technology Program within the city manager's office to interpret and 
classify data fi"om airborne and satellite sensors through the Arizona State
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University's Mars Global Surveyor Space Flight Program. Scottsdale will form a 
consortium with private data analysis and processing firms to develop software 
for automatically registering sensor data of various resolutions with the city's 
GIS. The Commercial Remote Sensing Program Office at Stennis Space Center, 
Miss., is managing the program for NASA. The intent is to use the data to 
produce three-dimensional digital map of the McDowell Mountains, show the 
location of every saguaro cactus with Scottsdale's 130 sq. m l, accurate flood- 
plain prediction modeling, building-footprint change analysis, and water 
management. Hoping to market the resulting expertise, Scottsdale also has 
applied for a patent for a GIS/remote sensing system that other cities could 
customize.
Watson, (1994). Remote sensing method - Landsat - Landsat satellite photographs 
were used to document a loss of tree cover at Isle of Hope, G A. The satellite 
takes photographs of any given location on earth approximately once every 16 
days. Additional manipulation was required to correct for spacecraft motion and 
the earth's rotation. "Any remote-sensing method, no matter how sound 
theoretically, must be subjected to extensive confidence checks." The scientists 
used field verification and aerial photography to cross-check the data, and the 
resulting confidence level in the accuracy of his results is 95% or better. In plain 
language, the percentage o f tree canopy that he estimated fi-om studying the 
satellite images are within 5% of what is out there in the real world.
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Asker, (1992b). Remote sensing methods - GIS is a broad term covering systems that 
use conçuter hardware and software to manipulate and anafyze a wide variety of 
data organized geographical^. Data acquisition accounts for 65-75% o f the 
costs associated with GIS. And while the proportion of GIS data derived from 
satellites is not known, nearly all systems use some space imagery.
Some recent exanq>les of satellite data applied in GIS illustrate the wide range of 
uses:
-Terrain-corrected Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) data was used in a GIS built 
for the US Forest Service to locate trees containing a cancer fighting drug 
for Bristol-Meyers Squibb.
-Delaware uses Spot 10-meter resolution, panchromatic data to develop a 
statewide GIS to manage development. Up to 6,000 acres o f prime 
farmland disappear every year. The state discovered that monitoring one 
200-sq. mi area with aerial photography would cost about $40,000 and 
be less current the Spot data for $5,200.
- Singapore is using Landsat TM data in a low-cost GIS for city planning.
2.6 million people on onfy 620 sq. km. (239.4 sq. mi) o f land, Singapore 
must pay close attention to placement o f high-rise apartments and roads 
within cool and shady rain forest to avoid intolerable "heat islands" of 
steel and concrete.
Raber, (1996). Remote imaging - Cities, counties, and utilities are integrating GIS and 
Photogrammetry to resolve questions associated with the development of
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engineering management plans. Because these plans are usually the basis for 
inventory, permitting, and regulatory compliance, the databases must be up-to- 
date, complete and have a verifiable positional accuracy. Photogrammetry has 
long been a tool for engineers and planners to evaluate spatially related problems. 
However, with the advent of GIS, the photogrammetrist had to modify stereo- 
compilation procedures to account for the data being analyzed in a digital rather 
than analog environment. In addition to the traditional planimetric and 
topographic data, derivative products are being integrated into solution-based 
information systems. Products such as a digital terrain modeling, GPS utility 
locations, and ortho imagery are the tools now required for decision making. 
The purpose of this presentation is to illustrate and describe innovative methods 
of photogrammetric database development that support a variety of engineering 
applications. These new methods now allow attributes associated with 
photogrammetric coverage's to be easily populated and readily imported into 
application models. This process is extremely important due to the topologic 
data structure required for defining impervious sur&ces and areas o f pavement 
condition. In addition to the photogrammetric automation process, editing and 
subsequent ARC/INFO processed, several GIS/engineering projects where 
topologic databases were developed will be highlighted. The projects being 
discussed for storm water applications will be Spokane, WA, and Pierce County, 
WA. Also, projects in Casper, WY, and Fargo, ND, will review fire hydrant 
inventory and pavement management applications.
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Global Positioning Systems (GPS)
Polii^, (1995). GPS data collection method - Abstract: In October 1993, Maricopa 
Association of Governments (MAG) conducted travel speed and delay studies in 
the metropolitan Phoenix area. This paper concentrates on a GIS database 
systems approach to process the field data collected with GPS units and portable 
computers after a brief discussion of the travel route selection and preparation 
and using the test vehicle method. The three system modules are described: the 
Field Data Conversion and Validation module uses the data base into a data base 
format and uses ARC/INFO to check GPS run validity; the Link Topology 
Definition module extracts topological information of the selected travel routes 
by data base programming and ARC/INFO's Dynamic Segmentation; the Data 
Analysis and Reporting module structures the continuous GPS data on a link-by- 
link basis and calculates travel time, delay, and speed information for each link. 
This module also feeds the results to a SAS program for statistical analysis and to 
ARC/INFO for generating graphics reports. The system design is based on the 
interface between ARC/INFO 6.11 on the SUN Sparc Station and FoxPro 2.5 for 
DOS on PC.
Wanless, (1992). GPS data collection method - Abstract: The surveying and mapping 
industry has experienced significant advances in the last decade due to the 
application of rapidly evolving modem technology. One of the most important 
advances has been the deployment of the Global Positioning System (GPS), 
which enables rapid and accurate positioning in both static and kinematics
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applications. The use o f GPS in conjunction with various types of remotely 
sensed data, such as videography, aerial photography, satellite imagery, and 
scanner data, has advanced the application and utility of geographic information 
systems (GIS). Advances in these and related technologies poses a challenge to 
the modem surveyor to create and utilize integrated systems that address current 
data-coUection and dissemination requirements. To this end and innovative 
approach to application-specific mapping and data collection for GIS using the 
integrated airbome Digital Video Geographic (DVG) survey system is discussed. 
Advances in video-collection and processing technology have yielded a new 
source of image data that has potential advantages over aerial photography and 
satellite imagery. The advantages include: (1) Rapid turnaround from data 
capture to analysis since no image developing is required; (2) flexibility in data 
capture in rugged areas and at low altitude; (3) a range o f possible pixel 
resolutions; (4) data reconnaissance; and (6) voice-over capability to add 
pertinent comments during data collection.
The DVG system employs differential GPS for positioning and a vertical 
gyroscope for roll- and pitch-orientation information. The laser and video 
camera head are mounted on the platform, providing coincident vertical ranges 
and video images. The correlation of position and range information with the 
vertical \ddeo is done using accurate GPS time coding of all data.
The system is simply flown over an area of interest, and all objects captured 
within the video record can be positioned to an absolute accuracy o f
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approximately 2m. The relative accuracy, which is of more inçtortance to 
engineering design work, is better than Im. The DVG system is versatile and can 
be applied to a wide variety of applications. The applications discussed included 
GIS data capture, transmission line route selection and design, forest inventory, 
coastline mapping, and geophysical reconnaissance in remote locations.
Mansfield, (1996). Data collection - This session is designed to explain the operation of 
the Global Positioning system (GPS) for GIS data capture. The session is geared 
toward individuals interested in learning about the GPS technology and how GPS 
related to GIS. The session will consist o f  a lecture followed by a live 
demonstration (for interested participants), with hands-on operation of GPS/GIS 
equipment.
GIS is a worldwide navigation and positioning system funded and operated by 
the US Department of Defense. GPS receivers use timing signals from a 
constellation o f satellites to compute geographic coordinates. These coordinates 
are displayed on the field unit, saved into memory for later use, or transmitted by 
radio for immediate use. GPS allows workers in many diverse fields capture 
spatial data as well as descriptive information about these data. These data can 
then be exported to any GIS, database, or CAD for analysis and manipulation.
Vehicle Data Collectors 
Mastandrea, (1995). Ground inventory location method - Roadware Corporation has 
developed a new automated fecility inventory and location system for right-of- 
way (ROW) measurements called Surveyor. The Automatic Road Analyzer
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(ARAN) is a high-speed, mobile data acquisition platfonn that carries the 
Surveyor subsystems. The ARAN collects and stores the road data in one pass 
while traveling at highway speeds.
Surveyor patented technology used to make measurements from images recorded 
on videotape or other recording media. Associated software uses location 
information from the distance measuring instrument (DMI), Geometric System, 
and GPS to accurately determine the location and attitude (three-dimensional 
orientation) of the vehicle. This information, along with multiple-frame video 
images, can be used at an office workstation to establish with accuracy the 
location of signs, guide rails, bridges, culverts, and other roadway features that 
can be seen in the ROW video. With ROW video and measurement data, an 
operator at an engineering workstation can measure the size and location of 
objects quickly and accurately. To make linear measurements of an object, the 
video image is digitized at the workstation and the operator uses the computer 
mouse to select an object on the screen. The computer automatically calculates 
and reports the object's x and y coordinates and location. Height, width, and 
other measurements can also be made. Data output is fully compatible with GIS 
and CAD systems.
Feature Tracking Technology 
Fletcher, (1994). Location referencing system - Location referencing is of vital 
importance to pavement management. When we talk about location referencing, 
we are actually talking about two subjects. One is a location referencing method
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that uses a set of field procedures to identify the location of any point. The other 
is a location referencing system (LRS), which uses a set of procedures to manage 
location referencing. David Fletcher stated that the objective of an LRS is to 
designate the geographic position o f specific locations on and off the highway. 
There are three types of LRSs: geodetic, which is based on latitude and
longitude; geographic, which is based on mapping; and linear, which is based or 
locating by milepost or other linear measuring device.
Biggs, (1996). Data Collection - Recent improvements in technology have allowed the 
natural resource scientist to collect spatially explicit field data with vastly 
improved efficiency. Current field collection techniques often involve a paper 
trail of data where the conversion to usable electronic format can be extended for 
months. This time gap from collection to conversion costs both in terms of 
technician hours and data entry error. An application has been developed to 
facilitate real time electronic data collection that is spatially pinpointed using a 
Global Positioning System receiver in combination with the ArcView 2.1 GIS 
software package. Scripts were written in the Avenue programming language to 
pan and zoom GIS coverages to a point obtained from a GPS receiver. Further 
scripts allow the user to enter points, lines, or polygons and attribute them in real 
time with fiill error checking. This application as utilized for the collection of 
sample plots for satellite image classification produced an increase in efficiency 
and vastly improved data fidelity.
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Mackintosh, (1996). Data Collection - Public agencies involved in the population of the 
attribute portion of their GIS databases are often feced with the problem of how 
to convert hard-copy attribute data to a digital tabular format in a cost-effective 
manner. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software is capable of converting 
text images to digital formats using efficient neural networking. When coupled 
with a database interface, hard-copying attribute data may be converted and input 
to a digital database in a cost-effective, automated fashion. This paper will 
address the basic characteristics of OCR software and the methodology of 
populating an ARC/INFO database using OCR and a corresponding database 
input interface. Public agencies need to examine the costs of developing attribute 
databases manually with respect to the automated advantages that OCR and data 
input applications can offer. These organizations must examine the various 
formats of raster images, scanning techniques, OCR accuracy, database input 
application, error rates/corrections, and the resulting costs and benefits of using 
automated data input techniques. This paper and presentation is intended as a 
general overview of database population using automated techniques, OCR in 
particular, t will examine the following areas associated with automated attribute 
data input: Capabilities of OCR software. Reliability of data capture/conversion 
using OCR, Source and rates of errors. Database input application (from OCR 
processes). Costs and benefits analysis.
Kutz, (1995). Spatial Properties to Highway features - Conclusion: The approach 
developed to this point in the project for assigning spatial properties to the
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Chicago Department o f Transportation (CDOT) street centerline features from 
the independent Department of Planning and Development (DPD) mid line 
features has resulted in the successful conversion o f a large percentage of the 
CDOT data into the Chicago Citywide Infrastructure Management System 
(CWIMS) Physical Inventory data base. Although there is still room for 
improvement, recall that the main objective for CWIMS is to support the capital 
planning process. The CDOT street centerline spatial data already converted 
represent major progress because they support a level o f comparative analysis for 
capital projects planned by different departments in the city in a manner never 
before possible.
Work continues on the CWIMS project. With the benefit of the initial analysis 
for using the DPD mid line and CDOT street centerline data sets together, the 
city is evaluating the types of changes that are appropriate in both sets of data to 
improve data consistency.
Harrison, (1996). Data collection - base map - The Texas Department of 
Transportation recently began a pilot project in the Odessa District to capture 
differential GPS, inertial data, georeferenced digital images and inventory data on 
approximately 6000 miles of West Texas roads for their GIS applications. This 
project is the culmination of an effort, begun within the District in 1988, to 
display roadway information on digital maps.
Odessa's GIS aspirations began by simply manually coloring maps to illustrate 
roadway sections to be evaluated during each pavement analysis cycle. Because
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this process was cumbersome and time consuming, it resulted in a less than 
satisfectory result. Soon thereafter, the Texas DOT implemented a linear 
referencing system (Texas Reference Markers or TRM) on the roadway network. 
This system provided a method to identify each data element with a unique key 
along with markers that were clearly visible in the field. The Texas Reference 
Marker system became the backbone o f a roadway inventory and pavement 
condition database.
The Texas DOT has reviewed a variety o f GIS software solutions. As an interim 
step, and prior to the commencement o f this current project, the Odessa District 
along with TxDOT's Design Division created GPS based county maps with 
alignments and reference markers on them using SAS Graph. This method 
provided the District with its first, clearly crude GIS capability. At the same 
time, the District began to look at updating its photolog (last updated in 1985) in 
1992. The photo log was used to document remote project sites, inventory 
project requirements and prepare plans in the office.
The District began evaluating a variety o f updated videologging and software 
tools and plarmed to procure a new system in 1993. That effort was canceled. 
However, in late 1994 and early 1995, the District again reviewed new imaging 
and software tools as part o f its GIS plans.
The District procured georeferenced digital images, o-GPS and inertial data, 
Mandli Roadview IV software for ArcView 2.1 and Mandli Roadview Inventory 
Software. The georeferenced digital images are used to populate, verify and
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update sign, feature, bridge and surfece condition inventories in a SYBASE 
relational database. The georeferenced images are stored on a 90GB RAID 
(Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks) based server so that all network users 
have videotape based solutions.
The sign, surface condition and milepost databases are used within Texas' 
ARC/INFO, ArcView, Roadview and SYBASE environment for analysis and 
planning purposes.
Cohen, (1994). Bar-coding theory - Bar Coding: Description: Self-contained message 
with information encoded in the widths of black bars and white spaces in a 
printed manner. Bar coding offers higher speed and better accuracy (1 
error/million versus 1 error/300) compared to manual systems. Components: 
Labels, symbology (UPC and Code 39 are the most popular), readers, and 
printers.
Jaselskis, (1994). Feature Tagging - The Intermodal Surfece Transportation Act has 
prompted the streamlining of the information gathering process for city, county, 
and state transportation agencies. Currently in wide use, standardized forms 
must be filled out manually and subsequently keyed into a computer for data 
analysis and retrieval at a later time. This method of data capture is labor and 
time intensive. In fulfilling the demands of the Intermodal Surface 
Transportation Act, it is important to consider new means of gathering 
transportation information.
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Several technologies exist that can be applied to the transportation industry for 
better program management. These technologies that could be included are as 
follows: bar coding, radio frequency identification (RFID), touch buttons,
magnetic stripes, video logging, global positioning systems (GPS), voice 
recognition, optical character recognition (OCR), radio frequency data 
communications (RFDC), electronic data interchange (EDI), geographic 
information systems (GIS), and pen-based computers.
2.2.3 Data Base Management 
Data Base Management looks at the current methods o f utilizing spatial data for specific 
types of systems for tracking and reporting. The articles are divided into 
transportation modeling, maintenance systems management, work-order
management, pavement management systems, and bridge maintenance
management systems.
Onsrud, (1995). Taxonomy of spatial data sharing - Modem implementations of 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) functions as distributed systems and can 
support multiple participants, each contributing data to the database. 
Additionally, the high cost of building and maintaining coitçrehensive databases 
comprising a variety o f themes will force GIS users to share or exchange data
with others. Vfith the growth and maturation of GIS technologies and
implementations it is now possible to perform surveys and case studies on spatial 
data sharing. These will develop technical and organizational descriptions of 
data-sharing activities and will assist in developing prescriptive or normative
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methods and structures for spatial data sharing. A taxonomy of spatial data 
sharing must be developed to provide a descriptive and analytical framework for 
such studies and to provide a common vocabulary for discussion.
Al-Swailmi, (1994). Maintenance management system design - Since the 1960s 
pavement engineers have been working on developing pavement management 
systems (PMSs). Any PMS includes several major activities such as planning, 
budgeting, construction, maintenance, and rehabilitation. To date experience has 
indicated that the system could be successfiil from a technical standpoint even if 
it is unsuccessful in the implementation process. Numerous techniques have been 
proposed and evaluated, but none has proved to be very effective. Agencies vary 
in their usage of maintenance management systems (MMSs), from not adopting a 
program to employing sophisticated techniques. The focus is on MMSs for 
cities. There is a significant difference between urban and rural highway 
networks. In cities several groups share the streets and the roads. Moreover the 
provision o f  an effective communication and coordination system among related 
groups has a great influence on the success of the MMS. The authorities that 
should be considered in the MMS include gas, water, telephone, electricity, 
sewer, and storm authorities as well as traffic departments. A framework for 
municipal MMSs was developed, with an emphasis on two points: (a) integration 
of a city's MMS with other related authorities provides better implementation, 
and (b) communication among related groups has a significant role in the success 
of any MMS. The conclusion reflects the importance of the communication
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channels to MMSs and the reliability of using the subsystems technique in 
integrating the municipality's MMS with other related authorities, [see Appendix 
A, 4 for infrastructure diagram]
Transportation Modeling 
Mohamedshah, (1994). Traffic modeling - One of the major tasks of the Federal 
Highway Administration's (FHWA) Design Concepts Research Division is to 
develop and inglement an Interactive Highway Safety Design Model (EHSDM). 
The purpose of this model is to provide engineers and planners with a tool to 
evaluate interactively the safety of alternative highway designs.
The model is being developed at two levels. The level 1 model for the planning 
or programming stage of a project. Normally, at this stage, the engineer has only 
general project information, such as projected traffic volume; type of highway; 
and number of lanes, intersections, and interchanges. The level 1 model, given 
limited input data, would provide the estimated number of accidents by severity 
for each alternative.
The more detailed level 2 model assesses the safety of alternative designs when 
the plans, specifications, and estimates for a project are being prepared. Thus, 
the model consists of eight modules or sub models an accident prediction model, 
a design consistency review model, a design policy review model, a benefit-cost 
model, a driver model, a vehicle dynamics model, a traffic model, and a finite 
element model.
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Developing a level 1 accident prediction model required a large amount of good 
quality accident and roadway data. Researchers explored the use o f  the Highway 
Safety Information System (HSIS) to develop average accident rates for different 
highway types for use in the level 1 accident prediction model. HSIS is a safety 
data base that contains accident, roadway inventory, and traffic volume data for a 
select group of states. This data base is maintained by FHWA in cooperation 
with the participating states.
This article describes the study to determine if HSIS data could be used to 
develop the accident prediction model.
Sutton, (1996). Transportation modeling - GIS-T/ Conflate, an ARC/INFO 
application, merges highway networks. It was specifically customized for 
Southern California Association of Governments to merge their Thomas Bros. 
Base Maps (spatially accurate) with their TRANPLAN transportation model 
networks (feature rich, not spatially accurate). Due to the disparate purposes for 
which the files were developed-the Thomas Bros, for map making, the 
TRANPLAN networks for developing transportation model forecasts-there 
proved to be no attributes suitable for matching street segments between the two 
files. Nevertheless, the SC AG networks have been matched over a five county 
area with a very successful match rate. To give some idea of the magnitude of 
this task, the base year model network had over 30,000 street segments and the 
Los Angeles county Thomas Bros, map alone has over 295,000 arcs. The 
conflated-or merged-networks have been used to prepare presentation maps of
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transportation model forecasts. The next step for this application will be the 
conflation o f SCAG's transportation model transit networks to the Thomas Bros, 
map.
Maintenance System Management
Graf, (1996). Maintenance Management System - Voice communication whether by 
radio or in person, has been the norm in directing maintenance activities. With 
the advent of automation, the process of tracking activities and creating an 
historic database has been enhanced. To do this, however, required the unnatural 
process of recording all information in a text based system. The use of 
automated mapping provided an avenue to updated information but was still 
limited in its ability to impact the maintenance management process. Now, with 
the advent o f Geographical Information Systems (GIS) organizations have the 
ability to change their process so that effective planning and tracking of 
maintenance activities can be accomplished in every day operations.
The planning and tracking of all maintenance tasks is a daunting process even for the 
best organizations. Effective planning requires the knowledge not just of what 
needs to be done, but the best time to do it. Tracking maintenance and knowing 
what's being done as well as what has been done requires detail n a manageable 
form. The maintenance management process is evolving from the use of 
automation to enhance a current business practice to an actual change in 
methodology that will make an organization more efficient with more access to
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more information. This change reflects the use o f  GIS in a real time mode as 
well as a planning tool through the use o f historical data.
This presentation will highlight the use of ArcView 2 in the process of generating, 
tracking and planning maintenance activities. The Long Beach Water 
Department will be used as an example for the in^lementation and application of 
ArcView 2 within the maintenance process.
Carr, (1996). Maintenance management system - As ArcView and local area 
networks (LANS) and PC become more prevalent in the workplace, system 
administrators and end-user are trying to use ArcView in everyday business 
activities. There are several considerations that need to be addressed before 
simply installing ArcView and letting the user run wild. Items such as the PC to 
be used, the RAM in the PC, the location o f the data, the network infrastructure 
and the amount of data are all very important fectors in determining how to 
optimize ArcView’s performance. These topics will be discussed, and minimum 
and optimum configurations will be presented.
Murray, (1996). Database Management system - Traditionally, geographic data has 
been collected and organized around the "Map sheet". While the map sheet 
centric approach made sense when Geographic Information Systems (GIS) were 
used to automate the map-making process, this method of data organization is 
not well suited for inherently seamless applications such as decision support 
systems. For geographic data to be used for decision support purposes, it must 
be available to both MIS and GIS applications. ESRI's recently announced
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Spatial Database Engine (SDE) claims to meet the needs of the next generation 
o f Geographic Data users. This geographic database product provides a spatial 
extension to the underlying commercial Relational Database Management System 
(RDBMS), thereby enabling all data (spatial and non-spatial) to be stored within 
a single RDBMS.
A prototype system has been deployed using ESRI's SDE. This system stores cadastral 
and topographic data at a variety of scales in a single seamless database. The 
prototype system evaluates ESRI's SDE and is compared with an existing system 
which uses earlier GIS technology. This prototype evaluates many features of 
ESRI's SDE including programmatic feature type creation, data loading integrity 
checking, and transaction support. The prototype also evaluates the SDE 
Application Programmer's Interfece (API) by performing map sheet 
generalization and map sheet merging operations. In addition to an on-line data 
browsing and analysis fecility, the system also incorporates a data export fecility. 
This facility allows data to be selected using both spatial and non-spatial 
attributes, providing remote users of the system with the ability to extract data of 
interest for further processing and integration on their own desktop systems.
The data import and export facilities are table driven and can be customized for 
particular schema and/or schema transformations. They currently support the 
Spatial Archive and Interchange Format (SAIF), ESRI's Shape Files, Integraph's 
DGN, and Maplnfo's MIF. To evaluate the administration told of the Spatial 
Database Engine an X-Windows based Spatial Database Administration tool was
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constructed. This GUI is used to evaluate the ease with which users can perform 
index tuning and other administration operations on the Spatial Database Engine.
Baumgardner, (1996). Maintenance Management System - To meet the challenges of 
the 21st century. The Kuwait Ministry of Public Works has launched a large- 
scale computerized, in-house Infrastructure Maintenance Management System 
(IMMS) to assist in the maintenance of the public works infrastructure on a 
nation wide basis. The system will provide access to accurate, up-to-date 
information on each infrastructure component allowing management to quickly 
assess performance, identity maintenance and rehabilitation requirements and 
develop short and long term budgets. The system is initially being inçlemented 
for roadways, bridges, sanitary and storm sewers and street right-of-way 
features. The system will help ensure that there will be adequate infrastructure to 
meet development needs and that the maintenance o f this infrastructure is 
managed to provide for sustainable growth.
A Geographic Information System (GIS) is a key component of the IMMS 
providing graphic query and display for integrated analysis and planning. Users 
can "point and click" on any infrastructure component or group of components 
and bring up the corresponding attribute files that show their characteristics, 
constitution and maintenance status and history. The IMMS GIS interface allows 
users to query and display infrastructure components based on their physical and 
performance characteristics and on their maintenance status and history.
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Work'order Management
Data Entry Terminals Replace Greasy Work Orders, (1982). Work order management 
system - Each maintenance and fueling location has a data entry unit, and all 
maintenance personnel carry data entry cards with their employee numbers on 
them.
When a vehicle comes in for repairs, the mechanic inserts his badge into the data 
entry unit, then keys in the vehicle number and the job entry number...The 
computer automatically notes the location and time. After the job is completed, 
the employee again inserts his badge into the data entry unit and keys in the job 
number and a completion code. All fiirther computations are handled by the 
computer.
Olson, (1996). Work Order Management system - Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) are being utilized by the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED), 
Drinking Water Bureau (DWB) in order to optimize the human, transportation 
and laboratory resources required to conduct a water quality sampling program. 
The NMED DWB employs a GIS as a Drinking Water Information System to 
manage the water sampling schedules, generate water chemistry analytical 
request forms, plot optimal route maps, manage territory allocation, and validate 
sampling requirements. GIS tools such as data base filters, scrollable menu 
interfaces, spatial ordering, relational data sets, lease cost routing, and allocation 
of centers are all used in this cost saving resource management system. This 
paper will discuss the design and development of this project, the constraints
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inherent in the data sets, and the user requirements vs. the reality o f what the data 
will support.
Lankford, (1996). Work Order Management system - Although many facets o f 
AM/FM/GIS have been successfully implemented, work order generation and 
work order processing seem to be lagging behind. Work order generation in a 
GIS environment is conçlex and raises some data integrity issues that do not 
concern other areas of the GIS. Work orders, by their very nature, indicate that 
the GIS data is not static, but rather a "living organism" which requires constant 
maintenance—a challenge to all those charged with maintaining accurate data.
The work order process will be discussed, analyzed, and demonstrated, in 
principle. In addition to generating work orders, a tracking mechanism must be 
initiated and integrated into the enterprise GIS to complete the work order to as- 
build, completing its life cycle. Again, addressing the issue of maintaining data 
integrity as entity states are changed and data are added to the corporate assets.
Pavement Management Systems 
Gopinath, (1994). Pavement detection technology A highway performance prediction 
model predicts the performance of highway pavements as a function o f 
explanatory variables such as pavement characteristics, ambient climate, usage o f 
the system, and so on. However, there is no unambiguous approach that can be 
used to directly measure the performance of the highway pavement. 
Performance is considered to be unobservable (latent). The problems with 
developing performance deterioration models include the definition of the
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aforementioned unobservable performance in terms of the observed or 
measurable distress measures o f the system and simultaneously relating the 
performance to the explanatory variables. Previous research is extended by 
exploring the existence of a two-component performance measure for highway 
pavements: a latent variable to represent functional performance and another 
variable to represent the structural integrity or structural performance of the 
pavement. A case study is conducted on a data set from Brazil compiled by the 
World Bank.
The primary motivation for modeling the functional and structural performance 
deterioration processes separately stems from the use of these deterioration 
models in the context of a pavement management system. Maintenance and 
rehabilitation activities are undertaken to preserve the surface quality and 
structural integrity of the pavement. These activities consist of surface 
maintenance (routine maintenance, resurfacing, etc.) and structural maintenance 
(reconstruction). Also, in the case o f preventive maintenance actions, one needs 
to model the structural performance deterioration because the structural aspect is 
of no immediate concern to the users, whereas it is critical to the highway agency 
so that it can avoid more expensive corrective measures in the future.
Osman, (1994). Pavement Management system in GIS - main advantages of the 
system can be summarized as follows:
1. The system can improve the quality and availability of relevant data that will 
positively affect the quality of the decisions based on them.
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2. The system makes it possible to extensively produce automatically generated 
maps for use in the different stages of the management process, starting with the 
preliminary analysis and ending with the display results and the preparation of 
reports. Because maps are easier to comprehend, this can be a basis for more 
sensible judgments and decision making and will be a means of gaining better 
support from high-level decision makers.
3. The system’s powerful spatial queries and its analysis and display capabilities 
allow for the interpretation between the system and its end users for further 
analysis o f outputs. This is a main requirement of an efficient Decision Support 
System (DSS).
4. The spatial integration of data can help users to consider diverse types of data 
in the analysis, which can enlarge the scope of the decision-making process.
5. Consideration of more features surrounding the road can be given. This can 
result in better coordination between repair activities and other directly or 
indirectly related activities.
Super Pavement Management Systems, 1995. Custom Pavement Management 
System computer program developed for Clark County. The Super 
Pavement Management System, hereby referred to and denoted by Super PMS, 
User's Manual is a comprehensive guide that contains aU of the procedures that 
you will need to effectively use Super PMS. The primary purpose of this 
document is to assist the user with the hands-on operation of Super PMS and to 
function as a supplement to the Engineering Manual. It assumes that the user has
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a basic understanding o f MS-DOS. Those users unfamiliar with some of the 
terms used in this manual should first refer to the section, 'Glossary*, at the back 
of this manual and then consult their DOS manuals if necessary.
Wang, (1995). Custom Multimedia software PMS package for IDOT - How can a 
pavement management system (PMS) be presented to maximize its usefulness to 
pavement managers in making rehabilitation decisions? This research developed 
an interactive, graphical multimedia PMS called Windows ILLINET, which is a 
user-friendly. Windows-based software. It applies color graphics, text, and 
digitized video images to display current and historical pavement condition. 
Rehabilitation information, and predicted pavement performance. It also offers 
multiple decision-making options. Moreover, users can be interactively involved 
in the decision-making procedure. The results firom the research should be vary 
valuable in the development o f future PMS software.
Anderson, (1994). Pavement Management system - The purpose of the workshop 
was to examine the various fectors that are important to take into account in 
selecting, developing, and maintaining a pavement management system (PMS) to 
ensure that an agency gains maximum benefit from its investment. The workshop 
participants decided that the most important factors to consider when initially 
selecting a system were the following:
The types of systems available and how closely they match the agency's needs 
and goals. To this end it is important to spend sufficient time defining these 
needs and goals before proceeding.
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The outputs required from the system to report effectively to budget decision 
makers and the style and scope o f information they need to make their decisions. 
The type of data available for pavement management and the design o f any Hata 
bases that already exist. These data and data bases are extremely valuable and 
therefore should influence the choice of analysis system.
Compatibility with other management systems that already exist within the 
organization to facilitate integration in the short or long term.
A potential system's ability to take into account user costs or at least the 
pavement condition factors that in a particular network will have the greatest 
influence on user costs.
The participants concluded that unless an agency decides what the scope of a 
system ought to be, there is a risk of selecting and developing a black box that in 
the long run will not produce credible results relevant to the needs o f the senior 
management or budget decision makers.
Me Waters, (1994a). Pavement Management System - An ideal pavement 
management system would yield the best possible value for the available funds 
while providing and operating smooth, safe, and economical pavements. The 
minimum requirements o f such a system would include 1) adaptability, 2) 
systematic operation, 3) practical application, 4) quantitative decision making, 
and 5) feedback information. There is no ideal single Pavement Management 
System. Every highway agency presents a unique situation with specific needs.
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Therefore, each agency must define carefully what it wants fi-om a pavement 
management system.
The study indicated that given the widespread application of pavement 
management, there is a need to promote the advancement o f the science of 
pavement management. Specifically, the science of pavement management 
should have a common terminology, standard data collection procedures, and 
comparable data analysis methods.
Lack o f  standardization and harmonization in pavement management is a 
significant barrier to transferring data fi'om one jurisdiction to another and to 
performing comparative data analyses. Data consistency requires protocols for 
data collection, quantification o f performance and pavement condition data, 
uniformity of procedures for economic analyses, and procedures for 
communication of data. In addition, determination of baseline values and 
threshold values, which will allow comparative analyses of data, is required. No 
guidelines exist for conducting economic analyses in the highway community.
It is often said the no matter how sophisticated technology becomes, things get 
done by people. Management of personnel resources is critical to the success o f 
pavement management. Highway agencies continue to suffer from a 
deteriorating experience base because of retirement of experiences personnel or 
other forms of turnover. The lack of training of new and inexperienced personnel 
is another problem. This can only be countered by continuing education for all 
persons involved. Technical personnel need to keep developing their technical
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skills. Administrative personnel need continuing training to better understand the 
capabilities, applications, and benefits of the pavement management system.
Me Waters, (1994b). Pavement Management system - The workshop of Appropriate 
Systems addressed the selection, development, and maintenance/operation o f a 
pavement management system. Each of the session's 37 participants from around 
the world was assigned to one of four groups. Each group had s specific topic; 
system selection, system development, or system maintenance/operation. Each 
group was instructed to identify important factors in its assigned area and to 
establish priorities for these fectors.
Landis, (1996). Pavement Management system - The Planning Data Services Bureau 
of the Georgia Department of Transportation has a twofold GIS mission. They 
need to maintain and update their road characteristics database (RCFILE) and 
produce publication quality maps for each county in the state. Using the 
basemap's route features, which have been calibrated to the intersection level, a 
number o f cartographic products can be produced in a semi-automated fashion. 
The RCFILE uses a linear referencing system; therefore, dynamic segmentation 
can be used to map the road surfece types and bridge locations. Annotation 
subclasses for route numbers and road names are generated from the route 
feature attributes rather than individual arc attributes, thereby reducing the 
amount of editing. A unique set o f problems arise, however, from the integration 
of dynamic segmentation into the cartographic production process. In addition 
to an overview of the cartographic production techniques used in ARC/INFO,
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the solutions and work-arounds necessary to mitigate these problems are 
discussed.
Higgins, (1996). Pavement Management system - The Georgia Department of 
Transportation's Planning Data Services Bureau contracted with the University of 
Georgia's Government Information Services Division to develop statewide 
basemap layers to support GIS applications in the area of pavement management. 
One of the major requirements of this initiative was to establish a relationship 
between the basemap's route features and the DOT's Road Characteristics 
Database (RCFILE). The RCFILE contains attribute information (linear, 
continuous, and point events) for state, county, and city level routes and is based 
on a county—route—milepoint linear referencing system. The resultii^ basemap 
contains thousands of ARC/INFO route features for each county which have 
been calibrated and quality checked using attribute information pulled from the 
RCFILE. This paper discusses specific database design issues related to the 
Georgia DOT's Pavement Management System. Topics discussed include (I) the 
Route-System Data Model, (2) using dynamic segmentation, (3) working with 
route features, (4) the RCFILE, and (5) supported pavement management 
applications.
Bridge Maintenance Management System 
Kuo, (1994). Automated Bridge management information system - The computer- 
automated bridge inspection process has been tested and implemented in several 
FDOT (Florida Department of Transportation) districts. The time spent on field
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procedures was not significantly different firom that by the conventional method; 
however, a substantial reduction in the time required for office procedures was 
realized. A typical final inspection report can be produced in 10 to 30 min by the 
automated procedure. The conventional procedure required the inspectors to 
rewrite and rearrange field notes in a manner suitable for report compilation. The 
conventional method of producing a final report can take fi"om 45 min to several 
weeks. The significant time savings realized by using the computer-automated 
system in the office enables inspectors to devote more time to performing field 
inspections to ensure the safety o f every bridge component.
The benefits of using the computer-automated system include but are not limited 
to the following:
1. Thorough and accurate field inspections are performed.
2. Inspection reports are efficiently produced with a consistent format.
3. Inspection data are stored efficiently as computer disk files.
4. Deficient bridge elements requiring service are recorded, and the need for 
service is communicated to maintenance personnel in a timely manner.
5. Work order data are accessible on the FDOTs BMIS and Maintenance 
Management System.
6. Inspection reports can be transferred between offices electronically.
2.2.4 Application Examples 
The following articles are examples o f spatial location, feature tracking and data 
managements systems in practical applications.
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Hopper, (1994). Traffic Control Device inventory - The City of Pacifica, CA 
conducted a traffic control device inventory using GPS for data collection and 
CAD for creating the inventory maps and associated data. The objective of this 
project was to conduct a comprehensive. City-wide inventory of traffic control 
devices, signs and markings and to place this information on a computer 
generated base map of the City. Following completion of the inventory project 
the City o f Pacifica has been using the inventory map to manage the installation, 
repair, and maintenance of its traffic control signs, markings and devices.
The inventory of traffic control devices focused on traffic signs but did include 
traffic lines, curb markings, traffic signals and flashing beacons under the control 
of the City. The equipment contained in the collection vehicle, a mini-van, 
consisted of the GPS antenna and rover collection unit, a \ddeo camera mounted 
on a tripod, and a laptop computer.
Burke, (1995). Bar-coding inventory control - Two bar code databases were 
developed. The first created bar-codes for the infrastructure. The second 
database codes maintenance activities, parts, labor and equipment. Sheets with 
this bar-coded information are carried with the field crews. As maintenance 
crews work on equipment, all activities are recorded on a tricorder. At the end 
of the day, the data is uploaded to a PC. This bar code system eliminates 
separate data entry from daily work sheets, reduces the need to refer to multiple 
printouts in the field, and tracks maintenance activities, parts and equipment.
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Contact Ray Burke, Transportation Services Administrator, at 702-657-2205, or 
Charity Fechter, Transportation Planner, 702-657-2263.
Saka, (1992). GIS/GPS application - Abstract: In an emergency situation, time is of 
the essence because a few seconds can make a significant difference in the 
outcome of a rescue effort. It is, therefore, important to provide rescue 
personnel the best available amenity to minimize travel time. The Global 
Positioning System (GPS) in conjunction with geographic information system 
(GIS) technology provides real-time navigation information that has proven to be 
effective in reducing travel time. In this paper, we og lore  how a land use- 
transportation system (LUTS) can be interfaced with currentfy used integrated 
GIS/GPS (GG) technology to determine the optimum path of travel for a given 
origin-destination (0-D) pair in a "congested" transportation network. The 
paper then discusses how the resulting system (LGG system) can be integrated 
with the information system component o f "intelligent" rescue vehicles to 
response time. The LGG system can also be used by other service agencies, such 
as taxi and delivery services, for which minimization of travel time is essential.
Ross, (1994). GIS/GPS application - The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) offices 
in several western states embarked on pilot projects to investigate ways to meet 
the goal of a complete inventory of AML sites and potential hazards. In Utah, a 
pilot project in San Juan County used remote sensing in the form of satellite 
imagery, airborne videography and aerial photography to generate site 
information that was then plotted on 7.5 minute topographic maps for field
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assessment. However, they found a lot of rock outcrops and felse positive and 
missed a lot of adits (horizontal shafts) and dog holes (minor prospects), and they 
still had to go out and ground-truth everything.
The database being combined for the (Nevada) pilot study include the Mineral 
Industry Location System (MILS) from the US. Bureau of mines; The Mineral 
Resource Data System (MRDS) from the U.S.G.S.; the Geochemical Database 
from NBMG; and the Hazardous NCnes List from the Nevada Department of 
Minerals. All but the Hazardous Mines List are digitized and GIS-acceptable. 
The databases already have Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) longitude and 
latitude data. All o f this is done on ARC/INFO. Then is was given to the BLM 
on PC File along with the topographic quads and overlays showing all the points. 
BLM field crews go out with Trimble Pathfinder GPS units and MC-5 data 
loggers to walk the entire plot area, visiting every site of mine disturbance, no 
matter how small or apparently insignificant. The information is then sent back 
to the NBMG for preparation of maps and overlays that will compare the 
information on various existing databases with what has actually been found by 
the field crews, and the digitized data is incorporated into the GIS. This will 
result in researchers being able to get information about the geology, commodity 
production, ore reserves and hazards just by clicking on a map point in 
ARC/VIEW or ARC/INFO. With UTM coordinates typed in, the same 
information along with the point plotted on a map, will also be available. This 
system is not complete and currently under software conversion
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Hfldebrand, (1992). GIS application - Lubbock Power & Light invested in a modular 
geographic information system from Integraph that, when fully installed will map 
the conçany's utility and sewer lines more accurately. Being able to identify 
which household is on what system is pretty important, particularly in the event 
of a power outage. The biggest problem they have run into concerns putting 
base maps of the city onto the system. Electrical and water maps will then be 
overlaid by each utility, which will work with the same set of base maps.
Sudol, (1992). GIS application - Newark, NJ, has recently created a conqjuterized 
environmental resources inventory using GIS. The city has prepared a database 
that stores extensive details on the 45,000 tax lots and 900 streets contained in 
the city’s 24 square-mile area. Aerial photographs and precise maps are digitized 
and stored in a computer for use in preparing maps, performing zoning studies, 
managing nearly 5,000 city-owned properties and preparing a topological 
network of street centerline.
ClMPath Helps Sharpen Company's Competitive Edge, (1993). Bar-coding 
application - All data that workers previously punched into time clocks for 
clocking in and out for the day, lunch hours and doctor's appointments is now 
automatically captured by the SDT-based wands, which are scanned across bar- 
coded employee badges. The article references using Business Planning and 
Control System (BPCS) on the AS/400 as an interfece to the company's skid tag 
program A skid tag is used to record the quantity of good and graded product 
per skid. One skid tag copy is placed on the skid itself another is sent to the
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inventory area, and a third copy is submitted to the traffic department. When an 
order is ready to be shipped, the traffic department identifies to the loading 
department which skids are to be loaded on the truck; the skid tags are then 
complied into a packing list, wtich comprises an individual order. As a result of 
the skid tag program interfeced with BPCS, Dial was able to cite accuracy 
improvements to 99 percent levels in the reporting process as well as employee 
time savings.
Cipolloni, (1994). GIS application - The New Jersey Department o f Transportation 
(NJ DOT, Trenton, New Jersey) has used geographic information systems (GIS) 
technology, along with pen-and-display band held computers, to conduct a field 
inventory of 150,000 existing traffic control signs and establish the N J DOT Sign 
Inventory GIS data base of traffic-control signs for the state's entire highway 
system.
Data collection was made by field survey crews using PalmPad (Grid, Freemont, 
CA) pen-and-display hand-held computers.
Field surveyors described each sign and its placement along the road by selecting 
pictures (icons) representing spatial and visual characteristics.
Information collected in the field was uploaded to notebook computers in the 
regional survey managers' vehicle.
The regional survey managers took disks of data back to the office weekly for 
uploading to the office PC, fi-om which the final data were exported for loading 
into GIS.
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PalmPad pen-and-display computers were chosen as data-collection devices 
because o f their intuitive user interfece. They provided a graphically oriented 
slate to develop the icon-driven data collection program 
FoxPro (Borland/Microsoft) software was used with the field notebook 
computers and office PC to insert and manipulate field data. The GIS was 
developed using Informix Embedded CRT. Informix Interactive SQL Utility, and 
Informix Interactive SQL RT software on an Integraph platform.
Singh, (1995). Remote sensing techniques for pavement management - The spectral 
reflectance properties of features present on the Earth's surfoce play an inçortant 
role in the interpretation and analysis of remote sensing data. Usually the 
surface materials and objects are characterized by their spectral reflectance 
properties, in optical remote sensing. This paper presents the results obtained 
firom the ground-truth spectral reflectance measurements in the 450-900 nm 
wavelength range (i.e., in the visible and near-infi-ared wavelengths) for various 
built-up surfeces. These reflectance measurements are taken by using a multi­
band ground-truth radiometer, which gives satellite-simulated spectral reflectance 
data. The spectral reflectance data are collected over brick, mud and bituminous 
roads and bituminous airstrip surfeces, which are considered representative of 
different types of built-up surfaces in this investigation. The use of the 
reflectance properties of various types o f built-up surfaces are discussed in the 
mapping, planning, and maintenance of these surfeces using remote sensing. 
Conclusion
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The results presented in this paper show characteristic spectral reflectance of 
various built-up surfeces in the 450-900nm wavelength range. The reflectance 
was found to be strongly dependent on wavelength for the different built-up 
surfeces. These surfeces can be distinguished from one another on the basis of 
the maximum contrast in spectral reflectance values. The spectral reflectance 
curves for the various built-up surfeces give us insight into the proper selection 
o f wavelength region(s), of the optical sensors, in which remotely sensed data are 
acquired for the mapping and monitoring of these surfaces. The suitable 
wavebands for the analysis and interpretation of remote sensing data, for the 
built-up surfaces, were found to be red and near-infrared wavebands of the 
sensors onboard the LANDSAT-TM, 1RS, and SPOT satellites. The difference 
in the spectral reflectance behavior between surfeces can be further used in the 
quick assessment and evaluation of these surface conditions, using remotely 
sensed data. The results in this paper are immensely useful for damage surveys 
and the hazard management of the various built-up surfeces due to rain, floods, 
earthquakes, and other natural calamities.
Sekiguchi, (1995). Pavement detection methods for PMS - The Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government Road Authority is currently performing pavement structure surveys 
using a system that integrates ground penetrating radar (GPR) and a proprietary 
borehole camera (BHC). The road authority’s intention is to increase the 
efficiency and usefulness of its pavement management system (PMS) data base 
related to pavement structure, a large amount of data was acquired during 1992
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and 11993. By means of statistical methods, these structure data could be 
manipulated to illustrate the nature o f several segments of pavement structure in 
the Tolgo metropolitan area. The results were successful, thus reassuring the 
road authority of the usefulness of the relatively new system of PMS data base 
input. Statistical methods determined that the segment lengths are relatively 
short (an average of 500 m per segment). The accuracy of the field data is good 
enough to use as structure thickness is achieved as a result of averaging the 
actual thickness that includes some irregularity due to the irregularity of the layer. 
In most of the areas surveyed, designed structures corresponded to measured 
structures with a few exceptions. These exceptions were detected by the field 
surveys system. Though there is no practical difference between normalized and 
actual segment thickness when they are used to perform falling weight 
defiectometer inverse analysis, further field data and a statistical data correlation 
study are needed to develop this method to a more practical level.
Rogers, (1993). Application Method - The task appears enormous—develop 
comprehensive maps and a plan to manage Passaic County's forests; streams and 
wetlands; developing areas; and flood plains, parks, and preserves. The Passaic 
County Natural Resource Management project is already underway with 
participation from the county's 16 municipalities and technical assistance from 
satellite imagery and geographic information system (GIS) technology.
Project goals include:
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Implement a county-wide comprehensive natural resource management program 
that will provide an overview of priority resources with specific strategies and 
guidelines for land and resource allocation.
Incorporate environmental education as an integral component o f the natural 
resource management program to promote the concept o f conservation at all 
levels of society.
Increase public access to open space in urban and rural areas.
Identify the framework for a county-wide open space plan based upon stream 
corridors and other significant natural and cultural resources.
Integrate existing historic sites into a county open space plaiu 
The communities of Passaic County with the support and encouragement of the 
Passaic County Board of Freeholders have long recognized the need to identify, 
protect, and preserve their natural resources. Now through teamwork, a natural 
resource management plan is being prepared for Passaic County. The maps and 
information is being generated using satellite and GIS technologies are being 
assembled and reviewed with the public, so that accuracy is assured and priorities 
are established.
Computers track Sign Use on Williamsburg Bridge, (1995). Application Method - In 
the area of work-zone safety an effective traffic maintenance plan not only shields 
a city from liability, but also improves public reaction to a project by improving 
communication and minimizing traffic delays. To be effective, the plan must be 
strictly monitored and enforced in the field.
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To help ensure that the traffic maintenance plan for the Williamsburg Bridge 
reconstruction project in Manhattan was followed to the letter, the engineering 
firm in charge developed a computerized sign inventory system to track the 
condition and placement of construction signs on a daily basis. The Greenman- 
Pedersen system uses advanced technology for collecting and recording data in 
the field, making it relatively easy to monitor and react to sign conditions despite 
the size of the project.
The $ 155-million bridge project involves the construction of a new approach 
structure, superstructure, main bridge and firaming system, and the reconstruction 
of roadways. Work is being performed simultaneously at the approach spans and 
the main bridge. While Construction is underway, four of the eight traffic lanes 
are closed at one time.
It was essential that motorists be clearly directed through the approach and work 
areas. The traffic maintenance plan specified the use of over 500 different signs, 
including temporary and variable message signs. The signs have to be monitored 
on a daily basis to ensure that they are properly placed and any necessary 
remedial work is performed. Some of them change more than once a day, in 
response to changing work locations and peak traffic hours.
Computerizing the inspection work provided an extremely effective solution. 
The portable, pen-based system made it possible for the inspectors to bring 
CADD computer files developed by the project designers, such as construction 
sign test data sheets and traffic maintenance plans, into the field.
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The chance of an accident occurring because o f a missing, misplaced, or damaged 
sign is reduced as well. If any liability claims arise, the city has a complete and 
accurate record of its sign inventory management activities to defend itself with. 
Automating the collection process has a cost-reducing benefit as well, since less 
manpower was required to do the inspection work.
Schirmer, (1996). Application method - Increasingly, geographic information systems 
are playing a greater role in the field of telecommunications with respect to 
inventory, network design, device deployment, and overall systems monitoring. 
Southern California Edison had developed a 900 MHz wireless communications 
network utilizing packet radio technology. To date, the network is comprised of 
over 20,000 radios connected to more than 90,000 end devices. In an effort to 
manage this system, Edison developed the NetComm End User GIS Application 
(NEUGA), an ARCPLOT-based customized application designed to answer 
complex and wide-ranging ad hoc spatial analysis queries posed by a disparate 
user group. The network planners employ line-of-sight analysis, network density 
analysis and shortest path analysis and network operations engineers utilize 
NEUGA for visualizing packet tracing, cul de sac analysis, RF load density, and a 
variety of other spatial analysis tasks. This paper outlines the project design, the 
many obstacles encountered, and critical evaluation of the project following 2 
years of implementation including an analysis o f the enterprise-wide benefits.
Babbs, (1996). Application Method - The Metropolitan Sewer District of Greater 
Cincinnati (MSD) is a large operation delivering wastewater collection and
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treatment services to 800,000 customers living in thirty-five municipalities 
throughout Hamilton County, Ohio. With over 3,000 miles of sewer lines, 
twenty-three treatment plants, and a comprehensive $320 million capital 
improvement program, MSD is committed to its mission of protecting and 
enhancing water quality. The advantages of GIS as a data integrator to further 
empower its mission have been known to MSD since the mid-1980s. As a 
member of CAGIS (Cincinnati Area Geographic Information System), a 
consortium of public and private utilities and other government agencies, MSD 
shares a vision of improved service delivery through widespread use of GIS and a 
fi-amework of open and integrated distributed data sharing. To help realize the 
vision, virtually all CAGIS members have migrated to the ESRI suite of GIS 
software products. This has fecUitated the search for ways to achieve a 
progressive functionality even while still in the midst of completing its data 
conversion. Through data conversion was in the final phases, MSD pursued 
early applications that delivered rapid and measurable benefits. These quickly 
demonstrated the utility of an integrated data fi-amework, exercised the database 
design, provided a focus on data quality, and exposed and trained our personnel 
in various GIS techniques with "real" data. Working prototypes for new 
applications were developed that pushed the data fi-amework to encompass a 
wide range of shared applications including capital improvement and customer 
service. This paper presents a case history that focuses on the approach to 
database design, conversion, maintenance, current and projected application
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development, and proto-typing techniques. Examples and implementation 
recommendations are given.
Potter, (1996). Application method - Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument (ORPI) 
in southwestern Arizona was established in 1937 to preserve the unique 
vegetation and animal communities of the Sonoran Desert. The home for the 
endangered Sonoran Desert Tortoise and Organ Pipe Cactus, ORPI encompasses 
330,689 acres and together with the adjacent Cabaza Prieta )^dlife Refuge 
represents one of the most pristine desert wilderness in the world. A cooperative 
program was initiated in 1991 between Advance Resource Technology Group 
and the University of Arizona, National Biological Service Cooperative Park 
Studies Unit (NBS-CPSU/UA), and ORPI to develop GIS capabilities at the 
Monument. In this era of limited resources GIS programs will need to rely on 
skills and facilities provided by a number o f organizations. This paper will review 
the importance of cooperative partnerships in making the ORPI GIS program a 
success. The paper will also examine the program's brief history, a few GIS 
applications, and discuss the implementation process. Examples of developed 
applications, such as a "road-kill" analysis, will be presented.
Agnew, (1996). Application Method - Since its inception in 1988, the City of Las 
Vegas GIS group has been involved in the creation of an urban parcel-based GIS. 
We have digitized, received data from other entities, received data from outside 
engineering firms and have provided same to other entities and outside 
engineering. Our maps/profiles have been used by FBI, BLM, various Federal
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Government Agencies, local and state public safety agencies as well as other 
CLV Departments, and outside (paying) customers.
We feel that a thorough discussion of how we 1) receive and process base data 
(County Assessor Parcels), 2) update and maintain our own datasets built from 
this base data ("detail" files and librarian functions), and 3)the production of 
maps/plots on demand for customers o f this data ("plot-gen" and "kathy") would 
be very useful to many of the ARC-INFO users who are following along behind 
us on similar projects.
During the 8 years since the City of Las Vegas first embarked on its GIS 
program, we went from a Prime mini-computer to Sun SPARC stations, and 
from 56,024 parcels to 181,000+ parcels. We have written several AMLs to help 
automate the process of receiving data from the County Assessor, to build 
additional layers of data specific to the City from this base (parcel) layer, the use 
of Librarian to perform additional QC on all the data (assessor as well) and a 
couple of rather sophisticated AMLs to produce plotfiles of desired areas with 
requested layers in a mostly automated procedure.
While many of the other urban users are at least as sophisticated, if not more so, 
we believe that our unique collection of GIS users in the Las Vegas Valley, 
together with a single point of creation for the parcel (base) layer provides us 
many opportunities to give insight to others in similar situations.
Price, (1996). Application Method - The Georgia Department of Transportation's 
(GDOT) Planning Data Services road characteristic database (RCFILE) and their
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digital road maps include enough information to implement a dynamic 
segmentation model. The RCFILE contains more than twenty events stored by 
milepoint along each route. Events such as surfece types and bridges are stored 
in the RCFILE. The link between the RCFILE and the digital map base enables a 
direct placement of the RcFlLE's events, with some restructuring, onto the 
digital road map. County road maps produced by the GDOT contains such 
information as surface type and bridge locations. By using the information in the 
RCFILE and the digital road map, a route system was built and calibrated to the 
intersection level. This paper covers the procedures used in creating the routes, 
placing calibration labels, calibrating the routes, and restructuring the RCFILE 
into more useable event tables. The problems that occurred will be discussed 
along with work-arounds and solutions.
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2.3 Goals and Objectives
The specific GIS needs of CCDPW are discussed in the report titled Clark 
County Department o f Public Works GIS Needs Assessment, March 18, 1996 [Clark 
County, 1996]. The ultimate goal is to incorporate four major work divisions’ (Local 
Drainage Facilities, Traffic Control Device Inventory, ARMS Pavement Management 
System, and Concrete Inventory) databases into one GIS resource. The field, 
supervisory and management levels all have different data access requirements. Various 
off-the-shelf software packages were examined to determine their ease of use and detail 
access level along with their integrability with the County’s GIS resource database in 
ARC/INFO.
The GIS needs access assessment for Road Maintenance and Traffic 
Management is listed below. [Clark County, 1996].
Road Maintenance Management requires:
1. Drainage Improvements
a. Storm Drains
b. Bridges
c. Channels
d. Drop Inlets
2. Access to Land Records
3. Access to Regional Flood Control District (RFCD) Master Plan
4. Political Districts
5. Work-order System
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6. ARMS/GISLink
7. Inquiry Locations
8. Concrete Information:
curb & gutter, sidewalk, gravel road inventory
9. Roadways and Street Furniture With Maintenance Jurisdictions
10. Annexation or Vacation Tracking
Trafiic Management requires:
Automate Manual Maps
1. Newsrack Location
2. Railroad Crossings
3. School Flashing Signals
4. Speed Zone Maps
5. Traffic Signal Inventory
6. LVACTS
7. CAT Routes
8. Commission Districts
Short term databases
9. Injury Accident Investigations
10. Litigation
11. Development Review Traffic Studies
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12. Traffic Participation Agreements
Intermediate term databases
13. Safe Route to Schools
14. LVACTS expansion
15. Parking restrictions
Long term databases
16. Transportation Modeling
17. ARMS/RID Integration
18. Historical Accident Reporting
19. Capital Improvement Plan Coordination
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CHAPTERS
METHODOLOGY
Methodology is divided into two sections. The first section discusses the 
program development driven by the needs of CCDPW. The second section discusses the 
available technology and vendors. This section goes into detail on data collection 
technology, software packages and a comparison sampling of contractors capable of 
providing services in the immediate Las Vegas, Nevada area.
3.1 Program Development 
The first step in program development was an examination o f the current 
maintenance system. ISTEA legislation was a key factor that drove the desire to 
inventory the infirastructure by component. Automated methods of tracking quantity and 
type of maintenance fimctions in detail is necessary for planning, operations and budget 
management. Resource allocation decisions would benefit from capabilities to query and 
analyze information, and to present information in a graphical format. This requires the 
establishment of a base map of the infrastructure preferably using in-house GIS 
capabilities. Electronic media for storage and retrieval of data for report and 
manipulation functions are needed. The level of detail will vary between work functions. 
Field work crews will require limited access and provide incident updates. Field 
supervisors will require access to the highest level of detail in order to develop schedules
66
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and efficient maintenance work assignments. The supervisor level will also oversee the 
quality control functions for accuracy and other resource allocation and management 
activities. As the technology grows, this function (quality control coordination) should 
be a focal position between management and several supervisors. Management will 
require an overall view of the system and summary functions. Management may not 
need direct access to the day to day operation level functions, but will require current 
data and projections for planning and budgetary support. The work management system 
will need to have updating to provide complete and current information.
Current Maintenance Svstem 
The existing system is functional but with limitations. For example, of the system 
continued the current operating mode, the existing level o f service could be maintained 
for only a limited period o f time. Additional crews would be needed as the new 
residential and commercial developments begin to age and require maintenance. Again, 
the as is paper system could be functional with minimum level technology but only with 
added personnel. The limitations of the current system are efficiency, timeliness for 
response and information recall and the ability to track data sufficiently to create a more 
detailed cyclical maintenance program. Left unmodified, the current system would 
progress into a total reactive system in which repairs and replacements as scheduled 
system components fail.
The current system relies heavily upon the memory o f the current supervisors and 
staff. Turnover in staffing produces gaps in the knowledge "warehouse". Problem areas 
and internal maintenance cycles are lost due to lack of documentation. The loss of
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opportunities to procure the necessary funding from federal, state and local levels may be 
substantial, because of the inability to accurately document maintenance programs for 
funding requests. Apart from federal fimding requirements, a thorough inventory system 
needs support functions. Such as internal budgeting justification and planning 
capabilities
Development of a work management system will require several forms of 
technology. Some forms of technology will be incorporated into the maintenance crew’s 
daily work equipment. Several phases of implementation may be allowed to pace the 
training requirements with the output capabilities. The next section looks at the various 
available technologies and combinations required to develop a work management 
system.
3.2 Technology and Vendors
Issues related to technology and vendors include: a) data collection technology, 
b) software packages, and c) vendor/contractor.
3.2.1 Data Collection Technology
Several data collection technologies are available in the development of a 
roadway inventory management system. The following are discussed briefly: Remote 
Sensing; Digital Video Geographic Imaging; Global Positioning Systems; Geographic 
Information Systems; Laser Rangefinding; Vehicle Data Collector; Pen-based 
Computers; and Feature Tagging.
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Remote Sensing
Landsat satellites photograph any given location on earth approximately every 16 
days. Additional manipulations are required to correct for spacecraft motion and the 
earth's rotation. Scientists have used field verification and aerial photography to cross­
check the data, and the resulting confidence level in the accuracy of the results is 95% or 
better [Watson, 1994].
Earth Observation Satellite Co. (Eosat) and Spot Image are two leading remote 
sensing satellite companies. Generally, Spot Image offers finer spatial detail, resolving 
objects as small as 10 meters with its panchromatic sensor, compared to Landsat 
Thematic Mapper's (TM) 30-meter resolution. With the Enhanced TM on Landsat6, 
Eosat will be able to deliver 15-meter resolution panchromatic data. Spot is considering 
enhancements, such as 5-meter resolution and simultaneous stereo capability, on its next 
generation spacecraft. One o f Eosat's full Landsat TM scenes o f a 185x170 km (115x105 
mi) area costs $2,700 in photographic and $4,400 in digital form.
Full Spot scenes, 60 x 60 km (37.2 ml) cost $2,450-3,000 in digital or 
photographic form. The company is also aggressively marketing Spot Image, which 
correspond to 7.5 arc min. US Geological Survey topographical maps, for about $950 
[Asker, 1992b].
Digital Video Geographic Imagine (DVGl
Advance in video-collection and processing technology has yielded a new source 
of image data that has potential advantages over aerial photography and satellite 
imagery. This is called Digital Video Geographic Imaging (DVG). The DVG system
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employs differential GPS for positioning and a vertical gyroscope for roll- and pitch- 
orientation information. The laser and video camera head are mounted on the platform, 
providing coincident vertical ranges and video im%es. The correlation o f  position and 
range information with the vertical video is done using accurate GPS time coding of all 
data.
The system is simply flown over an area o f  interest, and all objects captured 
within the video record can be positioned to an absolute accuracy of approximately 2m. 
The relative accuracy, which is of more importance to engineering design work, is better 
than Im. The DVG system is versatile and can be applied to a wide variety of 
applications. The applications discussed included GIS data capture, transmission line 
route selection and design, forest inventory, coastline mapping and geophysical 
reconnaissance in remote locations. The advantages include: (1) rapid turnaround from 
data capture to analysis since no image developing is required; (2) flexibility in data 
capture in rugged areas and at low altitude; (3) a range of possible pixel resolutions; (4) 
data reconnaissance; and (6) voice-over capability to add pertinent comments during 
data collection [Wanless, August 1992].
Global Positioning Systems (GPS’)
Global Positioning Systems (GPS), or satellite surveying systems, allows an 
object to be located in terms of longitude, latitude, and altitude based on observations of 
signals transmitted from satellites [Jaselskis 1994].
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Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are conq)uterized database management 
systems for the capture, storage, retrieval and display of spatial data. GIS primarily 
contain spatial referenced information stored digitally in a database [Jaselskis, 1994].
T .aser Rangefinding
Laser rangefinding is a very rapid distance measuring device using pulsed-laser 
light beam to measure slope distances either to some form of reflective target or to a 
reflectorless surfece. Laser measurement devices have the advantage of enabling direct 
azimuth and tilt observations to be taken and used directly to output horizontal distance, 
bearing and coordinates.
Vehicle Data Collector 
An automated facility inventory and location system for right-of-way (ROW) 
measurement is the vehicle data collector. The vehicle is a high-speed, mobile data 
acquisition platform that carries the subsystems. The vehicle collects and stores the road 
data in one pass while traveling at highway speeds.
Measurements are made from images recorded on videotape or other recording 
media. Associated software uses location information from the distance measuring 
instrument (DMI), Geometric System, and GPS to accurately determine the location and 
attitude (three-dimensional orientation) of the vehicle. This information, along with 
multiple-frame video images, can be used at an office workstation to establish with 
accuracy the location of signs, guide rails, bridges, culverts and other roadway features 
that can be seen in the ROW video. With ROW video and measurement data, an
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operator at an engineering workstation can measure the size and location o f objects 
quickly and accurately. To make linear measurements of an object, the video image is 
digitized at the workstation and the operator uses the computer mouse to select an 
object on the screen. The computer automatically calculates and reports the object's x 
and y coordinates and location Height, width and other measurements can also be 
made. Data output is fixUy compatible with GIS and CAD systems [Mastandrea, 1995].
Pen-based Computers
Pen-based computers use the screen, a special pen attached to the computer and 
specialized software to allow direct screen entry of data. They offer handwriting 
recognition, software navigation and position control. There are four operating systems, 
the most common being Pen-Point and PenWindows. Some benefits are: ease o f use, 
one-handed operation, no moving parts, silent operation and fine motor control 
[Jaselskis, 1994].
Feature Tagging
Methods for identifying features, such as traffic control devices, are used to 
expedite information retrieval. The following feature data storage technologies are 
discussed: bar coding, radio frequency identification, touch buttons and magnetic
stripes.
1. Bar Coding: Self-contained message with information encoded in the widths 
of black bars and white spaces in a printed maimer. Bar coding offers higher speed data 
collection and better accuracy (1 error/million versus 1 error/300) compared to manual 
systems [Jaselskis, 1994].
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2. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID): Technology in which radio
frequencies are used to capture and transmit data. RFID can be used for distances up to 
324 feet, store up to 64,000 bits o f data, withstand extreme tençeratures and no line-of- 
sight is required [Jaselskis, 1994].
3. Touch Buttons: Technology in which a memory chip is enclosed in a button­
shaped stainless steel package. Data are transferred to a probe or "toucher". Chips are 
both read and write capable. This technology offers absolute traceability, adaptability, 
extendible surfece touching, multi-drop capability, active or passive capabilities and 
accuracy. In addition, low cost is one o f this technology's greatest benefits [Jaselskis, 
1994].
4. Magnetic Stripes: Magnetic stripe is a technology in which data are stored on 
the stripe by magnetizing zones with alternating polarities. The amount o f information 
that can be stored on the stripe depends on the length of the stripe and on the 
application. Magnetic stripes can hold more information than a bar code label [Jaselskis, 
1994].
3.2.2 Software Packages
In the development o f a total work management system, the integration of 
software for different departmental needs has been examined. The focus is to structure 
each component, (i.e., each application) into the same GIS format for storage and 
retrieval.
Table 3.1 catalogs the various capabilities o f each software package reviewed. 
The software packages examined were: ESRI’s ArcView, Pen Metrics’ Field Notes, All
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Points’ Geofinna, ESRI’s Map Objects, Pavement Management Systems and 
Cartegraph’s Map View. Each package was examined for its flexibility and standard 
features. Cartegraph was evaluated to be the software that had the capabilities most 
suitable for the needs of the program.
3.2.3 Contractors
Four vendor/contractors provided a demonstration of their capabilities 
concerning data collection and integrated technology. Their services would be provided 
if an external organization were chosen to conduct data collection and system 
development. Table 3.2 lists the vendor/contractors and their technological experience. 
Each vendor/contractor was examined for their capabilities and preferences in digital 
video and photography, GPS, GIS, laser rangefinding, vehicle or team data collection 
systems, pen-based computer, feature tagging, software packages and work management 
system development. Both Greenman-Pedersen and Lee Engineering were capable of 
providing suitable support for the inventory collection and work management support.
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Table 3.1 Software Packages
ArcView Pen Metrics All Points ESRI PMS Canegraph
Software Components ARC/INFO Field Notes Geofinna Map
Objects
Map View
image types
raster X X X X
vector X X X X
digital photo/video X X X X
OLE-linked objects X
image manipulation
Zoom in/out X ArcView ArcView ArcView X
Zoom extents X ArcView ArcView ArcView X
Pan X ArcView ArcView ArcView X
Zoom to asset X ArcView ArcView ArcView X
windows compatible environment
prints to windows supported devices X X X X X X
button bar/point & click X X X X X X
form flexibility
de&ult data entry values X X
carryover toggles for repeat entries X X
User-defined custom forms X X
history access X
origin/reconstruction dates DBF link X
Scheduled maintenance activities DBF link X
Maintenance history log DBF link X
report generator
Predefined standard reports X X
Maintenance history reports X DBF link X
User-defined custom reports X X
library files X
MUTCD X
User-defined libraries X X X
On-line library X X X
Graphic symbols X X X
Drawing files GRD,
DXF.MIF
DXF FoxPro DXF
Database files DBF DBF, MIF DBF, SHP MDB
location referencing
Network referencing X X
Route referencing X X
Vicinity referencing X X
Coordinate referencing
UTM X X
State Plane X X
LatÆong X X
technology links
CIS base maps ArcView ArcView ArcView
digital cameras X X X
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Table 3.1 Software Packages (Continued)
ArcView Pen Metrics All Points ESRI PMS Cartegraph
Software Components ARC/INFO Field Notes Geofinna Map
Objects
Map View
feature tagging bar coding
global positioning systems X Trimble
distance measuring instruments Laser
Optical Character Recognition X X
Voice Recognition X
ARC/INFO integration
direct ArcView ArcView ArcView X
post processing requirement X X
Technology Greenman
Pedersen
Lee Engineering Advanced
Technologies
Roadware
Digital Video Geographic X X
GPS Trimble Trimble Trimble
GIS ARC/INFO ARCWIFO ARC/INFO ARC/INFO
Laser Rangefinding X X X X
Vehicle Data Collection Surveyor™
Team Data Collection X X X
Pen-based Computers Fujitsu Fujitsu
Digital Photography X X
Feature Tagging X X
Software Geofirma 
Pen Metrics 
Cartegraph
Cartegraph Map Objects Map Info
Work Management 
System Support
X through Cartegraph X
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CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS
The analysis section discusses the various elements of the CCDPW’s needs in 
relation to an infrastructure management system. This section also includes three 
concept papers for specific methodologies applied to components of infrastructure 
management.
4.1 NEEDS ASSESSMENT
The summary of the assessment o f CCDPW’s needs is divided into five 
subsections. These subsection topics are: Base map data collection, recording of new 
installations and land development, feature tagging for identification referencing, reports 
for budgetary and resource management and database updating and management.
4.1.1 Base Map Data Collection
The collection of the actual spatial data and attributes may be performed in-house 
or by a contractor. The choice of method is a function of the time and resource 
availability. An efficient and time effective method for data collection is a contracted 
data collection service. The two options in a contracted data collection service are team 
collection and vehicles equipped with data collection equipment. Teams typically consist 
o f three people visiting most of the features individually and recording data into a laptop
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computer. Digital photographs are collected at the same time to be incorporated into 
database access. Teams utilize GPS, laser range finding and attribute collection libraries.
Vehicle collection vans cost fi-om $50,000 to $100,000 depending on the extent 
o f data collection (i.e., low end for traffic control device inventory and the high end for 
pavement detection systems). Calibration and maintenance of the vehicle and subsystems 
are not included in this price estimate. Vehicle data collection services charge a per 
feature fee (cost per feature not available at this time) and do not include post processing 
or software integration. Vehicle data collection services utilize a truck or van equipped 
with various technologies. The combination o f technologies allows most data to be 
collected by one team in one pass. The vehicle data collection subsystems are as follows: 
ROW digital video measurement
time coded and cross-referenced with distance measurements for rapid access 
and retrieval during post-processing.
Geometric System —
accelerometers continuously measure the roll, pitch and heading of the 
vehicle.
The gyroscope readings provide information on the orientation of the vehicle 
and the camera with respect to the vehicle's start position.
Ultrasonic Sensors —
measure the vertical displacement of the chassis to the road surface 15 times
per second.
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post process measurements from images recorded on videotape or other 
recording media. Associated software uses location information from the 
distance measuring instrument (DMI), Geometric System and GPS to accurately 
determine the location and attitude (three-dimensional orientation) of the vehicle. 
Data output is fiiUy compatible with GIS and CAD systems.
Various data collection methods may be performed in-house. Capital outlay for 
temporary staffing or vehicle equipment purchase must be determined to be more cost 
effective than hiring a service. An experienced service would reduce the amount of time 
required to collect the data and maintenance or repair of the data collection vehicle. 
Estimates from various vendors indicate that the average cost of team-method collection 
ranges from $1.65 to $3.00 per feature that includes approximately 30 attributes per 
feature. The list of attributes for particular features is presented in the Appendix B.l and 
B.2. The average time to collect feature attribute's was estimated at 5 minutes per 
feature but travel time between features varies with feature density. An in-house crew 
will have a higher per feature time until they are experienced. Considering an eight-hour 
work day and three single pass crews of three, it would take roughly six months to 
collect the estimated inventory of 50,000 signs. The drawback of a contracted or 
temporary employee collection team is the loss of collection expertise after the project is 
completed. Data gaps or anomalous data would have to be verified by an in-house team 
that would have to return to the field to collect supporting data.
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4.1.2 Recording of New Installations and Land Development
Clark County, Nevada, has been experiencing a significant annual population 
growth over the last decade. This has lead to corresponding land development and 
transportation system (roadway) development. All existing roadway features and new 
developments need to be captured in a commonly referenced database. The goal is to 
develop a method of recording new installations as they occur rather than manually 
collecting them after installation. It is estimated that ten new developments occur 
monthly. To keep ahead of the work load, a method of electronic "as-built" information 
should be downloaded into the database and be utilized by the acceptance inspector. 
The alternative is to have the acceptance inspector record the inventory in the database 
during the verification of the development. This may increase the work load sufficiently 
to require additional inspector positions to maintain the pace of development. Ideally, as 
the developers go through the process of plan checks and permitting procedures, they 
could be required to submit an electronic version o f the roadway features at that time. A 
suite of relatively common programs (for example, AutoCAD, Microsoft Access, 
FoxPro, dBase IV or other's compatible with ARC/INFO) should be chosen to allow for 
data to be directly imported into the roadway features’ database. Additional technology 
upgrades or data transfer requirements fi-om land developers may require approval firom 
the Board of County Commissioners for them to become part of the permitting process.
4.1.3 Feature Tagging for Identification Referencing 
Ideally, a fully automated system allowing for direct graphical database access is 
the most expedient method for identifying features. Eventually, it may be possible for
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the field crews to access an electronic work-order including the area base map on a pen- 
based computer. With this technology, the field crew would be able to point to the 
feature in question and make all the appropriate updates on the pen-based computer. 
This system is currently under development by several companies. Waiting for these 
companies to develop the database, purchasing the necessary equipment, training the 
users and ensure the quality controls, may not be acceptable. In the interim, there are 
several forms of feature identification that may be used with hard-copy (paper) work- 
orders as well as electronic tracking methods. The following are a description of the 
technology and their application possibilities. Table 4.1 lists three types o f data storage 
technologies and field computer units with their establishment costs.
Signs - Bar-coding appears to be the best alternative due to the ability to track 
the raw material to the finished, in-place product. Due to the public accessibility of most 
surfece street signs, laminated bar codes provide the greatest amount of protection fi-om 
tampering. Inventory management, as well as work-order integration, is very compatible 
(The City of North Las Vegas system is an example [Burke, 1995]). A bar code system 
requires equipment (to read and process the bar coded information) and devices (to print 
labels, including scanners or decoders, symbologies, printers and labels). A hand held 
scanner is recommended [Jaselskis 1994].
Less expensive methods of identification would include a die-cast punch device 
or hand applied indelible marker identification numbers on the back of the signs.
Signals - The amount of information required at the time of maintenance or 
upgrade work, a RFID or touch button would be effective. Similar to street lights, if the
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only requirement is to verify the specific fixture, then an RFID would be sufficient. Bar 
coding or the die cast punch would also work if the carrier pole is used to reference the 
entire signal system mounted on the carrier pole.
Pavement Markings - Similar to signs, bar coding may work due to the short life 
of the markings themselves. A location subjected to the least wear would be the best 
location for the bar code. However, this may not be a practical approach. Alternative 
strategies to document markings as linear features of a roadway segment, may be more 
appropriate. A cyclical program for replacement based on traffic volume may reduce the 
tracking of individual segments. Aerial photographs would be very useful in doing the 
initial assessment of degree of deterioration. Field verification of stripe color, brightness, 
reflectivity and marking estimates would be required.
Streetlights - Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) are recommended due to its 
durability and decreasing cost. Therefore, the only requirement necessary for the work- 
order is to verify the specific pole requiring upgrading or maintenance. The RFID may 
be located near the fixture head to reduce tampering and may be read firom the ground 
with a portable reader. Additional information about the street light or its history could 
be kept in the attribute file on the GIS system. The work-order would update the 
database when the work has been completed.
An alternative to feature tagging for street lights would be a non-technology 
based discrete numbering system. This numbering system should have identification 
properties that are recognizable to the field crews and may be tied to the unique 
numbering system within ARC/INFO. Identification numbers could be applied to the
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poles in a few different methods; laminated bar codes, indelible marker or a die cast 
punch into the pole. Die cast has the greatest advantage because it is less susceptible to 
vandalism. A galvanizing compromise requires that the die cast location made after pole 
manufacture must be sprayed or repainted with cold galvanizing to ensure galvanizing 
integrity.
To pull all the identification methods together, the maintenance crew must have a 
method of recording their completed work. For maximum flexibility the documentation 
indicated a laptop computer is the best. However, it also pointed out the drawbacks 
include a long learning curve, equipment durability and the reluctance to use new 
technology. For less flexibility, fester, easier use and less aversion, a hand-held pen- 
based computer were recommended. The limited application software was identified as 
the decrease in flexibility [Jaselskis 1994].
Technology Initial Cost Estimate *
Bar coding Establishment costs for the entire system are approximately $1,000 to 
$15,000 (based on 1994 prices)
RFID Establishment costs for the system are approximately $1,000 to $4,000 
for portable hand scanners, $300 to $500 for a battery charging station, 
$300 to $1,000 for software packages, and $10 per a passive chip with 
limited memory and read-only capabilities. (Based on 1994 prices)
Touch button $1.00 to $5.40 per allotment of 25,000, hand-held probes are $300 to 
$400 each, download stations are $150, and software is $100 (based on 
1994 prices).
Laptop computer $2,500 to $5,000 per unit
Pen-based computer $2,000 to $4,000 per unit
* [Jaselskis 1994]
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4.1.4 Reports for Budgetary and Resource Management
Most of the software packages and ARC/INFO have report generation functions 
within their design. Individual reports may be generated for the specialty software for a 
specific function. For example, Cartegraph® can produce inventory, history, material 
quantity and location reports based on queries for specific traffic control devices. Script 
files can be written in ArcView to produce customized map coverages that are color 
coded for queries on history, quantity, device type and age. The following information 
may be generated fi-om these reports: proactive maintenance plans, future material 
requirements, identification o f problem areas and work force requirements to accomplish 
work-order tasks.
4.1.5 Database Updating and Management
In order for any work management system to succeed, regular maintenance and 
updating of the database are crucial. If the work-order system is not tied to the database 
quickly, then the validity and meaningfulness of the database are questionable. Database 
capture and work-order completion must be imported on a regular basis. At the 
beginning or during the transition to a full populated database, current work activities 
(paper copies of the work-order form) should be captured on a spreadsheet format. 
Most spreadsheet formats are compatible with database software. This may be 
accomplished immediately by standardizing the work-order form in an electronic format;
i.e., FoxPro, Lotus 1-2-3 or Excel or incorporated directly into Microsoft Access. A 
temporary staff position may be created, or the work contracted out, to input the data 
using this method. Alternately, this phase could utilize “Scantron” technology for
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manual form format. The term “scantron” indicates an optical character reader format 
where the information is standardized and scanned directly into a database. The display 
list of options can be formatted to have fill-in rectangles or ovals that may be filled in by 
the field crew rather than a manuscript form. This would require the purchase of one 
scanner and software package at the filing location to collect the manually generated data 
work-order forms.
The next step would be the use of a pen-based (clipboard-style) computer. The 
pen-based computer should have a “form only” format. The work-orders for a week 
should be down loaded onto the pen-based computer to allow the field crews to "check 
oft" activities as they are accomplished. Depending on the amount of training, and 
crew’s level of comfort and proficiency, work that is not scheduled can either be 
completed on a paper form or directly input into the pen-based computer. An ArcView 
or MapView printed map should accompany the weekly work-order assignment. This 
will get the field crews accustomed to the look of the coverage without having to 
interact with it on the computer screeru The pen-based field computer should then be 
down loaded to the supervisor’s workstation for quality control. Once the supervisor 
has reviewed the completed work-orders, the information may now be downloaded to 
the main database for updating.
Ultimately, the field pen-based computer could have the capability of interacting 
on-line with the database for location referencing and form-field updating. However, it 
should still remain the responsibility of the supervisory level staff to review the 
completed work-orders for quality control. This will help to ensure the integrity of the
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database. If  the number o f crews and the number o f work-orders continues to grow, 
there is the potential to introduce a planner-coordinator position. This position would be 
very useful in assisting several field supervisors in compiling and sorting through the 
work-orders for efficient deployment of the field crews. This position would also be 
very useful in serving as the quality control reviewer and report generator, having direct 
access to the ARC/INFO database for maintenance purposes only. A manual back-up 
system such as the scantron form, could be utilized during all phases of implementation 
and at any point where technology downtime is experienced. Technology downtime may 
be defined as those occasions where the pen-based field computers are damaged, 
experiencing battery Mure, or simply malfunctioning software. Additionally, budgetary 
restrictions may reduce the amount of equipment available to the field. During any of 
these events or as an alternative to electronic technology, the paper-based data collection 
method may be more desirable.
4.2 Concept Papers
The following concept papers examine special topics for further investigation. 
The topics are: Traffic Control Device Numbering Alternatives; Pavement Marking 
Standard Quantities; and Inventory Management System for Material and Parts.
4.2.1 Traffic Control Device Numbering Alternatives 
The following is a suggested numbering format for signs, signals or streetlights. 
An eleven digit number would be assigned to each mounting post or pole. The following 
tables summarize the database format description for streetlight as shown in Table 4.2 
and signs as shown in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.2 Streetlight Database Description
COLUMNS ITEM FORMAT
1 Feature Type Alpha
2-4 Service Point Numeric
5-9 Street Address Numeric
10-11 Pole Sequence Numeric
Table 4.3 Sign Database Ilescription
COLUMNS ITEM FORMAT
1 Feature Type Alpha
2 Traffic Direction Numeric
3-5 Intersection Quadrant Alpha
5-9 Street Address Numeric
10-11 Pole Sequence Numeric
The first digit would represent the feature type, S for signs, G for signals, and L for 
streetlights. The next three digits would reflect the service point location (for signals or 
streetlights). For signs the first three digits would represent the traffic direction and 
which geographic quadrant the sign falls. For signs, all northbound traffic would begin 
with a 1, all southbound traffic would begin with a 3, all eastbound traffic would begin 
with a 2 and all westbound traffic would begin with a 4. The geographic quadrants 
would be divided by Charleston Boulevard for north and south Las Vegas Boulevard for 
east and west. The geographic quadrants could be represented by NE for the northeast, 
NW for the northwest, SE for the southeast and SW for the southwest. The next five 
digits for any type o f device would reflect the street address location, and the final two 
digits would reflect the position fi-om the address location An example of this 
numbering scheme is L 023 50445 02. This indicates that the signal or streetlight pole is 
served by service point 023 in the address range of 50445 and is the second pole west or
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north in that address range. An exanqile for a sign would be S1NW5044502. This 
indicates that the sign is located 6cing northbound traffic in the northwest quadrant in 
the address range of 50445 and is the second pole north in that address range. Once the 
pole is identified, it would not require updating. If the series o f poles are replaced and 
re-spaced, new numbering may be assigned. The purpose o f the discrete numbering 
system is easy identification of the location and specific pole a work-order is assigned 
and the corresponding service point controlling the power circuit for signals or 
streetlights.
Another method of numbering would be to establish a grid pattern for the county 
like the section, township, range system for parcel location and utilize the first six digits 
to identify the grid cell Then the remaining digits would be used to refine the location 
of the pole and service point. Further study in this area would produce additional 
methods developed for a logical and recognizable numerical pattern that would have 
meaning to the work crews and could be tied to the ARC/INFO relate tables. This 
method would also use a control center location for address referencing. Specifically the 
location where the “00” address in the north-south direction meets the “00” address in 
the east-west direction as the center. The numbering system would progress in the four 
geographic directions fi-om that point. This intersection is the existing dividing point for 
geographic descriptor associated with continuous streets across this point.
Table 4.4 Samp e Streetlight or Signal Numbering Format
Feature Type Service Point Address Range Pole Number
L 023 50445 02
S = Sign 
G = Signal 
L = Streetlight
0 - 99,000 0-99
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Feature Type Traffic
Direction
Intersection
Quadrant
Address
Range
Pole
Number
s 1 NW 50445 02
S = Sign 
G = Signal 
L = Streetlight
1 = Northbound
2 = Eastbound
3 = Southbound
4 = Westbound
NE = Northeast 
NW = Northwest 
SE = Southeast 
SW = Southwest
0 - 99,000 1-99
Ultimately, the numbering system will have to be tied to a coordinate system for 
placement in the GIS environment. The coordinate system recommended it a specific 
latitude or longitude for each feature. The coordinate should be collected at the time of 
inventory using GPS as the collection reference method.
4.2.2 Pavement Marking Standard Quantities 
Pavement markings have relatively short lives in comparison with those of 
pavements. Pavement markings generally have service lives that range fi’om 3 months to 
10 years, whereas pavements generally have lives that range from 12 to 20 years.
Although pavement markings are desirable and well accepted by the public, the 
application of pavement markings is not well accepted. Delay of traffic and hazards 
imposed are serious problems. Conflicts between the public and the marking crews 
caused by the disruption of traffic during the marking process are more than just 
inconveniences. Many of them involve accidents with finançai loss and personal 
tragedies. Improving the speed by which markings can be applied, as well as using 
markings that have a longer life, reduces the hazards and improves public relations.
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Pavement markings are meant to be in place and visible, and if they fell 
(particularly if they feil prematurely), their feilure is apparent. Ideally, proper equipment 
is used to apply the proper material with the proper application procedures to the proper 
substrate with the proper surfece conditions. The desired result is that the markings have 
a long service life and are ultimately worn away. Marking materials available today are 
sophisticated materials and have the ability to perform well. Failures are more often 
related to inçroper application procedures and applications to improper substrates and 
surfeces. Pavement markings are not applied in a controlled environment under 
controlled conditions. Compromises owing to weather, road surfece conditions, traffic 
and other variables are inherent in the marking process. Obtaining the most out of 
pavement marking materials requires focusing one's attention in many different directions 
at the same time [Dale, 1988].
Establishing standard quantities for specific configurations of pavement markings 
would assist in estimating the quantity estimates for future budgeting. Aerial 
photographs may be utilized in identifying large quantities of existing pavement 
markings. Assignment of standard configurations to pavement sections with 
standardized quantities would increase the efficiency of cost estimating for proposed 
budget requests.
The standard quantities would begin with the classification of roadway types. 
Functional class descriptors would establish the roadway type such as principle arterial, 
minor arterial, collector or residential. The roadway would then be divided into the 
following subclasses;
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1. Roadway characteristic
a. divided
b. undivided
2. Median type
a. raised with a curb
b. raised without a curb
c. flush
d. depressed
3. Shoulder type
4. Pavement type
a. concrete
b. asphalt
5. Lane Dividers
a. round buttons
b. reflective buttons (white or white/red)
c. striping material
1. white solid
2. white dashed
3. yellow solid
4. yellow dashed
A table of classifications could be generated based on standard conditions for a specific 
type of roadway design. The combinations of characteristics would then be calculated
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per lane mile to establish standard quantities for estimating purposes. The resulting table 
could then be linked to a roadway classification identification number to generate 
replacement quantity estimates.
4.2.3 Inventory Management System for Material and Parts
"Inventory control" is a term applied to all aspects of the inventory process. 
From procurement through the holding stage to product release, control is applied to the 
various phases o f the inventory process to minimize inventory costs. On an average, 70 
percent of the dollars in inventory is invested in less than 30 percent of the inventory 
items [Fourre, 1969].
The objectives of supply control will support the costs and efforts necessary to 
establish an inventory system [McCarthy, 1975].
1. Control Objectives—Strategic and administrative control (includes, but is not
limited to, the plan of organization and management functions).
2. Financial Objectives—Economic and profit plans, including safeguarding of
assets and reliability of financial records.
3. Organizational Factors
There are four collateral benefits firom one aspect of internal control namely 
inventory taking. The purpose of taking physical inventories is said to be more far 
reaching than a mere test of the accuracy of the book records. The correction of 
discrepancies between records and actual counts may result from error, shrinkage or 
theft. A good inventory management is of value in many ways. It is an extremely usefiil 
decision support element method for the following:
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1. Review purchasing, receiving, storing, issuing and housekeeping;
2. review the arrangement of stock for best material handling procedures;
3. segregate any obsolete, discontinued and damaged supplies;
4. review the balances in the stock accoimts to detect any laxity in 
purchasing or control. This post-inventory review is found to be helpful 
in considering problems that have just occurred and in developing 
program revisions for the subsequent period [McCarthy, 1975].
The system should include the following items and supporting information:
1. Inventory of signs, signals and marking supplies.
a. location (central warehouse vs. satellite warehouses)
b. quantity purchases
c. purchase date and cost
d. quantity remaining which is a function o f the amount purchased less the 
amount used
e. quantity consumed — last date (from work-order)
Figure 4.1 depicts a flow chart of the desired results of a fully automated work-order 
system integrated with an inventory management system.
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CHAPTERS 
CASE STUDY EVALUATION
CCDPW estimates the trafiSc division resolves 6,000 work-orders annually. A 
random 30-day period of work-orders was selected for a snap-shot analysis. The work- 
order form itself and data contained within the form were evaluated for consistency and 
component level analysis. The case study evaluation is discussed in the following 
subsection: Case Study Elements; Case Study Development Comments; Suggested 
Work-order Changes; Statistical Breakdown of Sign Work-orders and Developing a GIS 
Interface.
5.1 Case Study Elements
A sample of approximately 30-days worth of field work-orders was obtained for 
evaluation. The case study began with work-orders dated 08/30/96 through 10/02/96. 
There were 559 work-order forms included in the initial study. The work-orders were 
divided into three traflBc control device shop categories of: Signs (372); signals (146); 
and paint (41). The analysis presented in this case study focuses on the work-orders for 
signs. The sign work-orders were entered manually into an Excel spread sheet. Several 
items for review are identified.
95
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1. The work-order form should be redesigned to capture standardized information. 
This may be accomplished by including check boxes or fill-in ovals for the 
standard information. This eliminates the handwritten entries and standardizes 
the location information referencing, work type, problem descriptions and 
disposition method of the problem.
2. Separate work-order forms should be created for signal and paint work. Each 
should standardize the location information referencing, work type, problem 
descriptions and disposition method of the problem for each specific type of 
trafiBc control device shop.
3. Field crew personnel should be educated to execute the forms more completely.
4. Work-order data should be captured now into a Microsoft Access database for 
future incorporation into a work-order maintenance management system. This 
establishes history data prior to and during inventory collection.
5.2 Case Study Development Comments 
The work-orders are originated firom several different sources as shown in Figure 
2.1. They may originate in the engineering office, fi-om call-in information, Metro police 
reports, supervisor initiated, or field crew initiated. As a result, the completed work- 
orders are collected and mailed to the engineering office in roughly one week groups. 
Approximately 30-days of work-orders were photocopied for organization and analysis. 
These photocopies were placed into numerical order based on the work-order number. 
Once each work-order was entered into the Excel spread sheet, reorganization for
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specific analysis was accomplished. Difficulty in categorization arose from gaps in data.
The following gaps occurred most frequently;
1. Most “new” work-orders did not have an initiation date or time. Work- 
order initiation dates are useful in determining the length o f time a work- 
order has been in the system when it is compared to the completed date.
2. Multiple work types were selected. This is appropriate when multiple 
activities are being performed on one work-order. To accurately analyze 
the number of work tasks performed, individual work-orders should be 
completed for each task.
3. Some personnel consistently foiled to identify the appropriate shop for 
which the work-order was intended. Fortunately, it was possible to 
determine this information when the work activity was described.
4. Handwriting legibility and spelling made it difficult to determine the 
“location” name. The Las Vegas, Clark County, Street and Road Atlas 
had to be used extensively to determine the correct spelling.
5. Frequently, the street reference such as drive (Dr.), street (St.), avenue 
(Av), and road (Rd.) were not included. Street names are reused quite 
often in Clark County and the only differentiation is through the street 
reference. Once again the Las Vegas, Clark County Street and Road 
Atlas had to be used to ensure the streets referred to actually intersected.
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6. Intersection quadrant and direction of traffic were not always identified. 
Primary street name was not sufficient to determine in which quadrant the 
sign was placed.
7. Sign references did not always include or provide reference to proper 
MUTCD code. This was particularly evident in the school zones. It was 
not always clear if the crew was replacing a school zone speed limit or 
depicting a 12-month school
8. Problem and Disposition descriptions varied between crews. The next 
section describes how these areas were grouped for consistency.
9. Initiation and Disposition were performed by the same person in most 
cases. In many work-orders the initiation and disposition occurred within 
10 minutes o f each other. This indicates that most work-orders are 
generated by the repair crews as they discover a problem and are not pre­
planned or scheduled.
10. Sections on the work-order form labeled “To, Shop, Authority, Approval 
and Approval Date” were completed infrequently.
11. Quantity counts for materials were not consistent. Some o f the 
documentation itemized and stated size o f the components. Some 
identified new parts as “new” only.
5.3 Suggested Changes to the Work-order Form
A redesign of the current work-order form will help capture more conçlete 
information about the work performed. Continuation of a hard paper copy work-order
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will allow field crews to get femiliar with the format before it becomes electronic. In 
addition, the ability to transfer the information to a spreadsheet format as an interim 
process will allow for refinements in the design of the form incorporated into an 
electronic database management system. The following are some suggestions on how to 
redesign the work-order form:
1. Create one form for each shop; i.e., one for signs, one for signals, one for 
pavement markings.
2. For all three types of forms, standardize the location referencing by adding the 
following:
a. Add columns for street reference to the location and cross street names 
using the listed abbreviations:
Table 5.1 Street Reference Abbreviation
Description Abbreviation Description Abbreviation
avenue Av parkway Pkwy
boulevard B1 road Rd
circle Cir street St
drive Dr way Wy
lane Ln other
b. Add the direction the sign is firom the cross street. Include an additional 
space for the approximate distance firom the intersection using the listed 
abbreviations:
Table 5.2 Direction from Cross Street Reference Abbreviation
Description Abbreviation
North of the cross street N o f
East of the cross street E o f
South of the cross street S of
West of the cross street W of
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Add a column for the intersection quadrant the sign is located in using the 
abbreviations listed:
Table 5.3 Intersection Quadrant Reference Abbreviations
Description Abbreviation
northeast comer NEC
northwest comer NWC
southeast comer SEC
southwest comer SWC
for signs approximately half way between intersections midblock
for signs located between traffic lanes median
Add a column for the traJffic direction the sign foces using the 
abbreviations listed:
Table 5.4 Traffic Direction Reference Abbreviation
Description Abbreviation
northbound traffic NBT
eastbound traffic EBT
westbound traffic WBT
southbound traffic SBT
3. For the sign work-order forms, the following would be added along with the 
standardized location referencing information.
a. A list of commonly used signs and their MUTCD code which included 
70% of all the signs used during the case study
Description MUTCD code
Stop Rl-1
Speed Limit R2-1
Street Names D-3
Object markers OM-3
No parking symbol R8-3a
No Parking anytime R7-lap
Other
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Standardize a list o f problem and disposition descriptions. These 
descriptions encompass 90% of all evaluated work in the case study.
Ta >le 5.6 Standardized Problem and £disposition Descriptions
Problem Disposition
Blocked Install
Damaged Relocate
Down Remove
Faded Replace
Graffiti Reset
Leaning Straighten
Loose Temporary
Missing Tighten
New Trim
Relocate Other
Replace
Other
c. A Ust of the standard sizes and types for the posts and anchors should be listed 
for inventory purposes.
5.4 Statistical Breakdown of Sign Work-orders 
Amount of numbered work-orders in this phase of the case study was divided 
into the traffic control device categories o f signs, signals and paint/pavement markings. 
Table 5.7 Traffic Control Device Work-order Counts
Work-order Type Quantity
Sign Work-orders 372
Signal Work-orders 146
Paint/Pavement Markings Work-orders 41
Total Work-orders for the period 08/30/96 to 10/02/96 559
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Figure 5.1 Traffic Device Work-order Breakdown
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Table 5.8 Work-orders by Percent
Work-order Type Percentage
Sign Work-orders 66.6%
Signal Work-orders 26.1%
Paint/Pavement Markings Work-orders 7.3%
Total Work-orders 100.0%
In analyzing the sign work-orders further, there were 56 different sign types, as 
shown in Figure 5.2. In 459 separate tasks, which should have been represented in 
individual work-orders, 450 individual signs required work. Some signs required 
multiple activities on one sign such as straighten and tighten. This is evidence that the 
actual work load is being imder-reported due to multiple work tasks or multiple signs 
being performed on a single work-order.
Stop signs represent the largest percentage at 27.4%. Speed limit signs are the 
next most frequent at 13.8%. The seasonal signs; i.e., school and bus route change sign, 
were not included.
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Usii^ the task element Figures as an average month’s worth of work-orders, the 
recalculated projected annual count is as follows:
Figure S3 Most Frequent Sign Types
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Using the task element Figures as an average month’s worth of work-orders the 
recalculated projected annual count is as follows:
Table 5.9 Projected Work Production Based on Task Count
Work-order Type Projected Quantity
Sign Work-orders 5520
Signal Work-orders 1752
Paint/Pavement Markings Work-orders 492
Total Work-orders 7764
Table 5.10 Time for Completion of Work-orders
Duration of Work-order Time in the System
Shortest Duration 5 Minutes
Average Duration 3.27 Days
Maximum Duration 121 Days
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5.5 Developing a GIS Interface
The information accumulated was incorporated into a GIS environment to 
focilitate analyses related to the spatial and temporal distribution of work-orders and 
work tasks for the accomplishments o f the case study period. Work locations were 
geographically referenced to the Clark County Street Center Line (SCL) coverage 
through ARC/INFO’s address matching capabilities.
The process used to transition from a manually manuscript work-order form to a 
GIS depiction was as follows:
1. The work-order forms were manually input into an Excel spread sheet. Each 
row on the spreadsheet represented one work-order form. Each column on the 
spreadsheet represented one item of information on the work-order form as shown in 
Table 5.11.
2. The Excel spreadsheet was imported into a Microsoft Access database 
program. The data gaps were filled in using the methods discussed in Sections 5.2 and 
5.3. Table 5.12 was used to fill in the missing information. If two of the sign placement 
items were listed on the work-order form, such as traffic direction and direction from the 
cross street, then the comer could be deduced from Table 5.12. This information was 
used to refine the sign placement location for address matching in ARC/INFO. 
Additionally, the work tasks were broken down into separate work-orders by adding a 
row to the database and an extension, such as “.01” to the corresponding work-order 
number. This step was taken to break down the multiple tasks or multiple signs into
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Table 5.11 Excel Spreadsheet Format
FIELD DATA ELEMENTS INFO CODE COLUMNS
1 WORK-ORDER NUMBER WOR ORD NUM,8,8,I 1-8
2 IDENTIFICATION NUMBER ID NUM,10,10,I 9-18
3 WORK-ORDER DAY CODE WOD-COD,2,2,1 19-20
4 WORK-ORDER MONTH CODE WOM COD,2,2,I 21-22
5 WORK-ORDER YEAR CODE WOY COD,2,2,1 23-26
6 WORK-ORDER TIME CODE WOT COD,5,5,C 27-31
7 WORK TYPE WORK TYPE,10,10J 32-41
8 SHOP SHOP,3,3,C 42-44
9 COMMUNITY CODE COMM COD,3,3,C 45-47
10 LOCATION CODE LOC COD,15,15,C 48-62
11 STREET REFERENCE 1 CODE ST REFl COD,5,5,C 63-67
12 DISTANCE CODE DIST COD,3,3,I 68-70
13 DIRECTION CODE DIR COD,3,3,C 71-73
14 CROSS STREET CODE CROSS COD,15,15,C 74-88
15 STREET REFERENCE 2 CODE ST REF2 COD,5,5,C 89-93
16 CORNER CODE COR COD,8,8,C 94-101
17 TRAFHC CODE TRAP COD,3,3,C 102-104
18 SIGN TYPE CODE SIGN COD,10,10,C 105-114
19 SIGN DESCRIPTION SIGN DES,20,20,C 115-134
20 PROBLEM CODE PROS COD,10,10,C 135-144
21 AUTHORITY AUTH,15,15,C 145-159
22 INITIATED BY INIT BY,20,20,C 160-179
23 INITIATED MONTH CODE INIM COD,2,2,I 180-181
24 INITIATED DAY CODE INID COD,2,2,I 182-183
25 INITIATED YEAR CODE INIY COD,4,4,I 184-187
26 APPROVED BY APPR BY,20,20,C 188-207
27 APPROVED MONTH CODE APPM COD,2,2,1 208-209
28 APPROVED DAY CODE APPD COD,2,2,I 210-211
29 APPROVED YEAR CODE APPY COD,4,4,I 212-215
30 DISPOSITION BY DISP BY,20,20,C 216-235
31 DISPOSITION MONTH CODE DISPM COD,2,2,I 236-237
32 DISPOSITION DAY CODE DISPD COD,2,2,I 238-239
33 DISPOSITION YEAR CODE DISPY COD,4,4,I 240-243
34 DISPOSITION TIME CODE DISPT COD,5,5,C 244-248
35 VEHICLE CODE VEH COD,9,9,I 249-257
36 SIGN QUANTITY SIGN QUAN,2,2,C 258-259
37 POST QUANTITY POST QUAN,2,2,I 260-261
38 ANCHOR QUANTITY ANCH QUAN,2,2,I 262-263
39 OTHER QUANTITY OTHR QUAN,20,20,C 264-283
40 COMMENTS COMMENT,70,70,C 284-353
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individual elements for evaluation. This step also generated the number of work tasks 
versus the number of work-orders for the production count of crew activity.
Table S. 12 Sign Placement Interpola tion
Traffic Direction Direction from 
Cross Street
Comer
NBT N o f NEC
NBT S o f SEC
SBT N o f NWC
SBT S o f SWC
EBT E o f SEC
EBT W of SWC
WBT E o f NEC
WBT W of NWC
3. The subsequent database was exported as a comma separated value and 
imported as a relate table to ARC/INFO. This information was then georeferenced using 
the “address match” and “generate” functions of ARC/INFO. Address matching is a 
process that compares two addresses to determine whether they are the same. If they 
are, a data relationship between the two addresses is established. This relationship 
permits geographic coordinates and attributes to be transferred from one address to the 
other [ESRI, 1991]. An ARC/INFO Automated Macro Language (AML) program was 
written to expedite the importing and address matching steps. Address matching creates 
a point coverage with the geographic location of each address. All the attributes from 
the address file and items needed to relate the address to the matching feature [ESRI, 
1991]. The AML is included in Appendix B.3.
Figure 5.14 depicts a flow chart of the address matching process and how the 
scoring table is used. Scoring is a method of resolving the discrepancies o f different
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Street referencing methods. For example, the Street Centerline Coverage (SCL) uses 
different abbreviations than the Sign Work-order database (SWO). The abbreviation for 
lane in the SCL is LA and in the SWO it is LN. A similar occurrence was with the 
abbreviation for boulevard, in the SCL it is BLVD and in the SWO it is BL, To reduce 
some of the address matching conflicts, the same abbreviations could be adopted. Table 
5.13 breaks down the levels o f address matching tolerances with the results. The first 
attempt that required a perfect matching of the two databases, produced only 74 of the 
458 locations o f the database identically referencing the SCL coverage matching at a 
score of 100. Further steps to relax the degree o f tolerance for a match for the address 
matching elements produce a score of 96 that resulted in 408 of the 458 locations 
matching. Continued refinements did not produce a significant increase to the matching 
score. This procedure will be discussed in more detail in a separate study.
Score # of Records # of Records % Records
Matched Not Matched Matched
100 74 384 16
99 361 97 79
98 395 63 86
97 407 51 88
96 408 50 89
Figure 5.5 represents the geographically generated coverage showing all the sign 
crew work locations within Clark County during the case study period. Figures 5.6, 5.7 
and 5.8 represent a display of work-orders, firom the central county area, for the top 
three most fi-equently worked on sign types; Stop, street name and speed limit signs, 
respectively, for the case study period.
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An analysis to show some of the potential crew workload and routing efficiencies 
are displayed in Figure 5.9 (dated 09/09/96) and Figure 5.10 (dated 09/11/96). These 
figures depict the spatial and temporal relationship of each work-order stop. The sign 
locations and crew routing are overlaid by the Clark County Commissioner district 
boundaries to show special interest potential of the map generation. Appendix B.4 
contains a sançle o f the Microsoft Access Database used to generate the statistics and 
maps.
An analysis o f crew member participation in work tasks was examined as a 
sample of the types o f staff management information available. Figure 5.11 looks at the 
total number o f work tasks and quantifies crew member participation in these tasks. 
There were five crew members identified in the sign work-order database. Each crew 
member was assigned a number firom one to five in place of their name. Figure 5.11 
assigns the quantity of work tasks a particular crew member participated in, either, 
individually or with the assistance of another crew member. Therefore, the total number 
of crew member activity is greater than the number of tasks due to some tasks being 
accounted for more than once. Figure 5.12 is a pie chart depicting the crew member 
percentage of the total work distribution during the case study. Figure 5.13 divides the 
work tasks into work type categories to further identify the work accomplishments o f 
individual crew members. This was to establish if the work types were allocated evenly 
or if certain crew members were handling only specific tasks.
Thus, in this chapter several illustrations of potential analysis facilitated by the 
proposed Traffic Control Device Maintenance Management System that has a GIS
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Figure 5.5 Geographically Referenced Sign Crew Work Locations for County
Work-orders Dated 8/30/96 through 10/2/96
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\
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Figure 5.6 Location o f Work'Orders for Stop Signs by Commission Districts from
8/30/96 through 10/2/96
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Figure 5.7 Location of Work-orders for Street Name Signs by Commission
Districts from 8/30/96 through 10/2/96
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Figure 5.8 Location of Work-orders for Speed Limit Signs by Commission
Districts from 8/30/96 through 10/2/96
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Figure 5.9 Sign Crew Work Routing on 9/9/96
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Figure 5.11 Crew Member Work Task Distribution
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Figure 5.12 Crew Member Work Distribution
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inter&ce have been presented. These represent examples of the myriad of possibilities 
afforded by the proposed system. These analytical and management tools are indeed 
invaluable assets for the management of resources.
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CHAPTER 6 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The technology available to develop and maintain an automated work 
management system is changing and improving every day. Capabilities exist to produce 
a transition between the paper-based field work-order system with the electronic 
geographic information system currently within the Clark County Department of Public 
Works. The work management system will have to be introduced in phases in order to 
capture current work activities while building a base map population. The resulting 
work management system will have to consider the level of technical proficiency at each 
o f the data producing and report requiring ofiBces. The system should be durable and 
relatively easy to use. Maintenance of the database should be current and reliable.
The GIS environment provides a powerful tool to integrate the various activities 
o f the CCDPW; in particular, those of the TrafSc Management Division. GIS technology 
provides an opportunity for the CCDPW to develop an integrated RID and to develop a 
set of automated tools to address the range of activities it is charged to manage. The 
most appropriate tools and technologies that warrant further analysis include: bar- 
coding, RFID and GPS for developing and maintaining the inventory; ARC/INFO and 
Arc View, or other off-the-shelf software for the analysis, management and display of 
information. The primary advantage of using off-the-shelf software is that it would
123
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permit immediate deployment o f the system. Using ARC/INFO and ArcView would 
require the development of "scrçts" and routines needed. However, using off-the-shelf 
software could lead to potential problems such as compatibility with the GIS program 
adopted by the County. It is felt that no matter what off-the-shelf software is chosen, the 
County will have to use a GIS program in conjimction with it. Another consideration in 
potential conçatibility problems would be the probability of information from one off- 
the-shelf package being incorporated into different analysis programs utilized within or 
by other departments.
The off-the-shelf software researched provided adequate flexibility for the 
required information recording and analysis. No imusual requirements were found to 
indicate that customized softw^e development is necessary. Consideration should be 
given to the software support agreement to ensure the software and subsequent upgrades 
are adequate for the return on investment time. Future consideration for new technology 
advances and software improvements must be accommodated.
The adoption of new technologies requires the significant investment of 
resources, fiscal, personnel and time. It is imperative that, prior to the adoption of a 
system of tools and techniques, pilot tests be conducted to assess the various 
implications, costs, benefits, risks, and rewards o f each. While transitions to a new 
system always have to overcome inertia at various levels (staflf'personnel, management, 
policy, organizational/institutional), the adoption o f an appropriate system could lead to 
significant benefits to all concerned—staf^ management. Board of County 
Commissioners, and ultimately the taxpayers. The long-term benefits would accrue as
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increased productivity, enhanced ability to develop plans for the management and upkeep 
of the infrastructure (including fiscal outlays). It would also enhance the ability to 
develop tools for effective communication, improved efficiency, effectiveness and 
timeliness of scheduled and emergency operational aspects.
In conjimction with the prototype studies currently ongoing in the Department of 
Public Works, the following preliminary recommendations are made;
1. Collect the current work-order data in an optical character recognition format, 
such as Scantron, to be read and downloaded into the established test case 
(Microsoft Access) database.
2. Assign a discrete numbering system to the signs, signals and street light system 
cross-referenced to a latitude and longitude coordinates assignment for each 
feature as outlined in 4.2.1.
3. Collect infrastructure base map data population through an experienced external 
organization, or display adequate staff resources for in-house efforts.
4. Select a software package for work-order forms with hooks to ARC/INFO as the 
database repository (Cartegraph® with the recent addition of the ability to access 
ARC/INFO directly offers such flexibility).
5. Develop quality control measures based on the information tested to ensure 
database integrity.
6. Continue to develop a similar standardized form for signals and paint/pavement 
marking work-orders.
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A.1 Traffic Work-order Form
MARTIN J. MANNING
Director cl Public Works
TRAFFIC WORK ORDER
□  NEW
□  REPLACEMENT
□  MODIFICATION
□  MAINTENANCE
□ ________
NO. _
DATE
TIME;
TOl SHOP
LOCATION:.
DESCRIPTION: _ . _
AUTHORITY:
PLAN SKETCH ATTACHED? O  YES O NO
INITIATED 8YL DATE:
APPROVED SYr DATE:
DISPOSITION: . .
BY: DATE: TIME-
QUANTITIES
PAVEMENT MARKINGS SIG N S SIGNALS/STREETLIGHTING
CENTER; _ p n sT -
LANE: ANCHOP-
EDGE: _ «tlGNf.q)-
X-WALK; OTHER:
LEGEND: _
CURB:
STOP BAR: _ .
WHITE —  Original YELLOW —  S h o p PINK —  Traffic E ngineer
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A.2 Streetlight Work-order Form
□  SLO ‘ Street Light Out
□  Circuit Out - Component failure.
□  Circuit Out - Electrical utility power outage.
□  Cofforion/Falldown
□  Accident/Knockdown
□  Retrofit project
□  Other__________ __________
Replace StreeiUght Base/PoleMmu 
Base:
□  Standard 4 bolt base
□  Safety break-away 4 bolt base 
0  Other_________________
Pale Type:
0  30 foot galvanized.
□  Other_________________
A m  Type:
0  Single pipe amL 
0  Double pipe atm 
0  Single tapeied mast arm.
0  Double tapered mast arm.
0  Other_________________
A m  Length: 
O 8 foot 
O 15 foot. 
□  18 foot. 
Q Other
Replace Wiring:
O
a . 
a , 
a , 
□
.feet«4 AWG sBanded 
.feet «6 AWG solid 
, feet 88 AWG stranded 
.feetilOGAWGtypeUF 
feet‘ O ther______________
Replace Streetlight Fixture: 
Q lOOWHPS
□  ISOWHPS
□  200 W HPS
□  250WHPS
□  400 W HPS
□  175 WMV.fi.6A scries
□  400 WMV.fi.6A series
□  Incandescent
□  Other______
Specific Location
STR EETLIG H T TROTIRLE REPORT
Zone fcircle one) 1 2 3 4 outlying
Call Received by DatefTime
Source of Call _ _ Phone#
Call Serviced by Date/Time Repaired
Replace Streetlight Lamp:
□  tOOWHPS 
0  150 W HPS
□  200WHPS
□  250WHPS
□  40QWHPS 
Q 175WMV
□  400WMV
□  Incandescent
□  Other________________
Mlscettaneoai:
□  Replace service assetnbly.
□  Replace contactor.
0  Replace ' Amp circuit breaker.
□  Replace photocell
□  Replace ballast.
□  Replace reflector.
□  Replace lens.
O Replace fuse:
□  Replier single fusefaolder.
□  Replace double fiisefaalder.
□  Replacefrigfatea connector.
□  Replace overhead haniwaic/iiisulatots.
0  Replace handhole cover.
□  Replace fflissmg^damagedjunction/pullbox cover.
□  Paint/loociHtp streetlight pole.
□  Reraove graffittl
□  Ttrmtteet
Q Other_____________________________
COMMENTS:
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WôrtaDnaBM970000.0
SîTÔrder «01^11:54112 #VyOd:f 10 &Wpy:= 1996
Itôôitioh:=  NBW Maryland
RfflACEMBlT 
RaOCATE 
REMOVE 
OTH®
Other
D i^ n çe: 1500' |DiriectIon:PH^ ^ roa»  S treet-[Cottage Grove
Eof
^rafffcr^NBT 
EST
m er
Problem: Blocked 
Oomaaed 
Down
Dlsposibon: other
Plep rn:
; Graffiti 
; Leaning 
Loose 
r Missing 
: New 
; Relocate 
; Reoioce
Reset
Straighten
Temoorory
Tighten
Trim
Other
ISIghTypol Rl-l Stop
R2-K 1 Speed limit
0 3 Street Nome
OM-3 Object Marker
R&3a No Parking Symbol
R7-IC0 No Parking Except
Other
Disp time:
Obposlbon by: : Vehicle
— ------ .
ÿi_Signar ^Ppats: ^.'Anchor Other
Comments: This is a sample hard copy work order to b e used in conjunction 
with the database
Authority: 
Initiated liy;
MUTCD
D. Morse.
Approved by: |p. Morse
IN m: It? 1 IN d: llO I INy; lÜ sZ
A P m iil? I APd: llQ i APv: Il99&
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A.4 Sample Scantron>style Worit-order Form Using Descriptive Location
01 01 10 ol 0101 0
21 01 i
2i 3l 2
4 M | 4
SI S si S| sioi 01 o!
01 0
01 0 01 0
out
m l iuEEE OUiLUUiU f}lAvOIL
b ib lb ip* iniorb  i b
W I e f
lUifa.d  I d
f l i R d# *1#
h Ih61 6h h
Cw m r
NEC
NWC m|m
SEC
WIW |w
ai27 ai 2s
R M 8100
OW-3
NoPoAmgSyrao*
NoPdiWnoEMoi
l o o m #
T r tn l
Oisom:
61 6
71 7
61 661 a
Pofti:
2121
41 41
51 SI
6161
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A.4 Sample Scantron-style Work-order Form Using Descriptive Location (cont'd)
Bi 8« I 8, #BI i l
lAPti lAPrmr. Im e  I I 01 01 Q 010
I I I  I I  I IïTTwTi
il il I
! II 91 91 91
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A.5 Sample Scantron-style Work-order Form Using ID Number Location
IW O rw ie:worn:
0|0| 0|0
1 1 1
2(212! 2
B I8 81 8
Location ID Sign T ype
Blockad R1-1 SlopInstaB
R2-1Damaged
2l2 Dowm
OM-3Faded Replace
R8-3e No PatWng SymbolGraflW
No Partdng ExceptSimighlenLeaning
Other
Titm
Other
D bpm : Dtepd: Dtepy-. DbpTlme: DiepoeiBon By:
Signe Poets: Anchors:
10165
10166
10167
I 6161
71 7
91 9
Comments I
Authenty:
Initiatad t>y
UN m: AP m; A P d:INd: INy:
1 1
6 | 6
otTF
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B.l Required Data Fields for Public Works Streetlights Inventory
I. Luminaire Information
A. Lamp/Fixture Type
1. High Pressure Sodium (HPS)*
a. lOOW*
b. 150W
c. 200W
d. 250W*
e. 400W
2. Mercury Vapor (MV)
a. 175W
b. 400W
II.
3. Incandescent
4. Metal Halide
5. Miscellaneous
B. Lens Type
1. Standard*
2. Cut-off
Pole Information
A. Pole Type
1. Standard*
2. Miscellaneous
B. Pole Material
1. Galvanized Steel*
2. Painted Steel
3. Wood
4. Concrete
5. Miscellaneous
C. Pole Height
1. 30-foot*
2. Miscellaneous
D. Pole Condition - As of Date
1. Good
2. Fair
3. Replace
E. Arm Type
1. Single
2. Double
3. Length
a. Standard
b. Long
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B.l Required Data Fields for Public Works Streetlights Inventory (cont’d)
in. Maintenance Responsibility
A. Clark County Only
B. Other in Part
1. Government Entity
2. Private 
rv . Circuit Information
A. Circuit Type
1. Multiple*
2. Series
B. Wire Placement
1. Underground*
2. Overhead
a. Single Line
b. Double Line
3. Internal (Flat Rate)
C. Billing Type
1. Metered
2. Flat Rate
V. Meter Information
A. Meter Address
B. Meter Number
C. Nevada Power Account Number
D. Mounting Type
1. Pole Mount (Pedestal)
2. Pole Mount
E. Circuit Type
1. Multiple*
2. Series
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B.2 Required Data Fields for Public Works Sign Inventory
I. Sign Information
A. Manufecturer
I. Date
B. Supplier
C. MUTCD Code
1. Standard
2. Custom
D. Legend
E. Numeric Value
F. Size
G. Location
H.
I.
1. Distance
2. Ofifeet
3. Position
a. Right
b. Left
c. Median
d. Overhead
4. Direction of Travel i
a Northbound
b. Eastbound
c. Southbound
d. Westbound
Orientation
1. N
2. NE
3. E
4. SE
5. S
6. SW
7. W
8. NW
Sheeting
1. Diamond
2. VIP
3. High Intensity
4. High Performance
5. Prismatic
6. Super Engineering
7. Engineering
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B.2 Required Data Fields for Public Works Sign Inventory (cont’d)
n . Post (Support) Information 
A.
B.
D.
E.
Type
1. Square
2. U-Channel
3. Round
4. Span Wire
5. Bridge
6. Signal/Flasher
7. Miscellaneous
Material
1. Galvanized Steel
2. Painted Steel
3. Fiberglass
4. Wood
5. Miscellaneous
Configuration
1. Single
2. Double
3. In Barrel
4. Other
Size
1. 1-1/2"
2. 1-3/4"
3. 2"
4. 2-1/4"
5. Miscellaneous
Location
1. Distance
2. Oflfeet
3. Position
4.
a  Right
b. Left
c. Median
d. Overhead 
Side of Centerline
F. Length
G. Condition
1. Good
2. Fair
3. Replace
H. Number of Signs
I. Remarks
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B.2 Required Data Fields for Public Works Sign Inventory (cont’d)
J. Backing
1. Aluminum
2. Fiberglass
3. Plastic
4. Steel
5. Wood
6. Miscellaneous
K. Height (Head Clearance)
L. Condition
1. Rating
a. Good
b. Fair
c. Replace
2. Retro-Reflectivity
a. S IA“Lf
b. SIA-B
3. Visibility
M. Background Conçlexity
1. High
2. Medium
3. Low
N. Illumination
1. Internal
2. External
3. None
O. Mounting Hardware
P. Maintenance
1. Original Install Date/Time
a. Work-order Number
2. Activity Date/Time
3. Next Activity Date/Time
4. Activity Type
a. Inspection
b. Cleaning
c. Relocation
d. Repair
e. Replacement
5. Retire Date/Time
a. Work-order Number
6. Remarks
Q. Remarks
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B.3 GIS AML for Address Matching
UNLV TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH CENTER 
[Rasas, 1996]
Program: signs.aml
Purpose: Import and Addressmatch sign locations that are referenced by intersection.
Required inputs and outputs need to run this AML 
Input: signs.txt (export from excel in .csv format)
Output: SIGNS
&echo &on 
&call setvariables 
&call sign_to_info 
&call sign_add_match 
&echo &ofif 
&retura
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
&routine setvariables
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
&setvar add_sign = signs.old
&setvar info_template = SIGNS
&setvar reject_out = REJECT.INT /* REJECT.P4
&setvar sign_int = SIGN_INT
&setvar add_match_cov = SIGN_LOC
&s rel name = rel rej
&s all_signrecords = /trc/ccwork/infb !arc! signs 
&retum
y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
y**********************
&routine sign_to_info
y**********************
&if [exists %reject_out% -file] &then 
&ty [delete %reject_out% -file]
&if [exist %info_template% -info] &then 
&ty [delete %info_template% -info 
&data ARC INFO 
ARC
DELIMITER,
DEFINE %info_template%
WORK_ORDER, 8,12, F, 2
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B.3 GIS AML for Address Matching (continued)
MONTH,5,5,I 
DAY,5,5,I 
YEAR,8,8,I 
TIME, 10,10,C
TYPE,40,40,CSHOP,25,25,C
COMM,25,25,C
STREET1,40,40,C
STREETi_TYP,20,20,C
NDOT_ID1,10,10,C
DIST,25,25,C
DIR,20,20C
STREET2,40,40,C
STREET2_TYP,20,20,C
NDOT_ID2,10,10,
CORNER,20,20,C
TRAFnC,20,20,C
SIGN_TYP,40,40,C
DESC,40,40,C
PROB,40,40,C
AUTHORITY,30,30,C
INI,40,40,C
INIM,5,5,I
INID,5,5,I
INIY,8,8,I
APBY,40,40,C
APM,5,5,I
APD,5,5,I
APY,8,8,I
DISPOTITION,35,35,C
DISP_,40,40,C
DISM,5,5,I
DISD,5,5,I
DISY,8,8,1
DIST2,15,15,C
VEH,10,10,C
SIGN_QUAN,10,10,I
POSTS,10,10,1
ANCHORS, 10,10,1
OTHER,60,60,C
COMMENTS, 100,100,0
SEL %info_template%
ADD FROM ../%add_sign%
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B.3 GIS AML for Address Matching (continued)
QSTOP
&end
&setvar amlunit4 = [open %reject_out% openstat -READ]
&if %openstat% = 0 &then 
&do
&setvar record4 = [read %amlunit4% readstat4]
&lv record4
&if %readstat4% NE 102 &then
&retum &infomi Not all the files were inputed, error in %add_sign% 
&setvar closestat4 = [close %amlunit4% readstat4]
&end
&retum
y**********************************************************************
* * * * * * * * * * * *
&routine sign_add_match 
/*
/* Notes: See 6.0 Address Geocoding p.2-8,6-14, and 8-7
/* example intersection address which may include a street type,direction,
and
/* zone but no house numbers Cypress Av / Bellevue Blvd 92359 Zone data
must be stored
/* in separate items (ibid p. 2-2)
/* ADD coverage item must be called ZONE (p. 2-8)
/*
/*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
I*
&echo &on
&setvar sign sign_path = /trc/ccwork 
&setvar sclcover = /trc/gismo/scl
&setvar minin = SARCHOME/template/address/minscore.txt 
&setvar min_out = %sign_path%/minscore.txt 
&if [exit %sign_path%%add_match_cov% -point] &then 
kill %sign_path%%add_match_cov% all
/*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
/* ADD baseing site data a INFO template 
I*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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B.3 GIS AML for Address Matching (continued)
/* Rember the zone item (zip code) must be in character format 
/* addressparse %intersect_info% address 1 
/* INT_OCC_ON_REF 
/*END
/* remember ARC/INFO searched the minscore.txt file in the local directory
I* before it searches SARCHOME/template/address/minscore.txt
/* &setvar score = [getchoice 100,99,98,97,96,95,94,93,92,9190,89,88,87,86, ~
I* 85,84,83,82,81,80,79,78,77,76,75,74,73,72,71,70, -prompt- 
/* ‘Select the Minimum score needed for a match’ -nosort -none]
&setvar score = 96 
&if [null %score%] &then 
&retum 
&listvar score 
&data /bin/csh 
set cscore=%score% 
set I grep cscore
gawk ‘$0 { gsub(100, ‘Scscore’, $1); print $0 }’ <%min_in% >%min_out%
&end
/* wont work for intersections
/* Usage: ADDRESSPARSE <info_file> <out_address_iterrf> 
<number_of_house_numbers>
/* {out zone item} {out_zone_item}
/* addressparse %intersect_info% address 0
/* intersection
/*END
/* Usage: ADDRESSMATCH <info_file> <address_item | NOPARSE> <match_cover> 
/* <out__cover> {ofi&et_item} {zone item}
/* {NOREJECTS I REJECTS}
I* {score item} (tallyjtem} {squeze_factor}
addressmatch %info_template% street %scl cover% %add match cov% # # ~ 
norejects reject score match score
/* &end 
&retum
y******
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B.4 Microsoft Access Database Sample
Work Order# WOm WOd WOy Work Order time Work Tvoa Shop Comm Intersection Location R efi
964678.) )996 0:00 New SGN LMT Corbett St/Rilev St Corbett St
964678.2 )996 0.00 New SGN IMT Corbett St/Rilev St Corbett SI
964679.) 8 30 )996 10:40 Relocate SGN PRO Harmon Av/Bruce St Harmon Av
964679.2 8 30 1996 )0.40 Relocale SGN PRO Harmon Av/Bruce St Harmon Av
964680.) 8 30 )996 10:20 Maintenance SGN PRO Bumbaum Av/Universitv Av Bumbaum Av
964680.2 8 30 1996 10:20 Relocate SGN PRO Bumbaum Av/Universitv Av Bumbaum Av
96468) .0 8 30 1996 7:50 Realace SGN WIN Desert inn RdJ Gienhurst Wv Deserf Inn Rd
964682.) 8 30 1996 7:35 Reotace SGN WIN Bluebird Av/Shannon Av Bluebird Av
964682.2 8 30 1996 7:35 Realace SGN WIN Bluebird Av/Stionnon Av Bluebird Av
964683.0 8 30 1996 7:20 M aintenance SGN WIN Brentwood St/Greenbrlar Dr Brentwood St
964685.0 8 27 1996 10:30 New SGN . LMT Grata Rd/Duranao Dr Craiq Rd
964686.0 8 30 1996 6:50 Realace SGN WIN Brianvood Av/SandhitI Rd Briarwood Av
964687.0 8 30 1996 10:5) Relocate SGN PRO Harmon Av/Bruce St Harmon Av
964689.0 8 30 1996 9:50 M aintenance SGN PRO Harmon Av/Bruce St Harmon Av
964688.0 8 30 1996 10:05 M aintenance SGN PRO University Av/Bruce St University Av
964690.0 8 30 1996 8:20 Realace SGN WIN Gienhurst Wv/Westtield CIr Gienhurst Wv
964691.0 8 30 1996 7:05 Removal SGN WIN Briarwood Av/Greenbriar Dr Briarwood Av
964692.0 9 3 1996 12:45 Maintenance SGN ELV Simoson Dr/Everman Dr Simoson Dr
964693.1 9 3 1996 11:35 M aintenance SGN SRI Cottonwood Cove Rd/Woshlnaton St Cottonwood Cove Rd
964693.2 9 3 1996 11:35 M aintenance SGN SRL Cottonwood Cove Rd/Washinqton St Cottonwood Cove Rd
964694.1 9 3 1996 11:20 Realace ^GN SRI Hobson St/Moln St Hobson St
964694.2 9 3 1996 11:20 Realace SGN SRL Hobson St/Main St Hobson St
964695.0 9 3 1996 9:00 Maintenance SGN SPV Torrev Pines Dr/Patrick Ln Torrev Pines Dr
964696.0 9 3 1996 14:00 Maintenance SGN SNM Sunrise Av/Foqq SI Sunrise Av
964697.0 9 3 1996 7:35 M aintenance SGN ENT Robindole Rd/Eostem Av Robindole Rd
964698.0 9 3 1996 8:00 M aintenance SGN PRO Potrick Ln/lndusMal Rd Patrick Ln
964699.0 9 3 1996 9:15 Maintenance SGN SPV Ponderoso Wv/Jones Bl Ponderoso Wv
964700.0 9 3 1996 11:30 M aintenance SGN LMT Butler Sf/Aiexonder Rd Butler St
964703.0 9 3 1996 7:00 M aintenance SGN PRO Pecos Rd/Hociendo Av Pecos Rd
964702.0 9 3 1996 8:30 M aintenance SGN PRO Valiev View BI/RusseK Rd Valiev View Bl
964704.0 7 15 1996 10:45 Reolace SGN LGH Desert Rd/Edlson Wv Desert Rd
964705.0 9 3 1996 9:30 M aintenance SGN SPV Troalcono Av/Jones Bl Troolcana Av
964706.0 9 3 1996 8:56 M aintenance SGN LGH Edison Wv/Bia Bend Dr Edison Wv
964707.0 7 )5 1996 12:10 Realace SGN SRL Gavllond Dr/Main St Gavifctnd Dr
964708.0 9 3 1996 13:20 M aintenance SGN SPV Willow Sorlnqs Dr/Sorina M eadow Dr Willow Sorinas Dr
964709.0 9 3 1996 12:00 Maintenance SGN LMT Hammer Ln/Duronqo Dr Hammer Ln
9647W.O 9 3 1996 8:50 M aintenance SGN LGH Edison Wv/Blq Bend Dr Edison WV w
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NOOTIC Distance Direction Cross Ref 2 NDOTII Comer Traffic Stan Type  1 Description 1 Problem Autborltv Initiated bv INm
06675 Nof Rilev St 23565 NEC WBT Rl-1 StOD New MUTCD Resident
06675 Wof Rilev St 23565 SWC EBT Rl-1 SfOD New MUTCD Resident
12080 Wof Bruce St 03640 NWC WBT Rl-1 StOD Blocked 12 8
12080 Wof Bruce SI 03640 NWC WBT D-3 street Name Blocked 12 8
03910 Universifv Av 28430 SWC Rl-1 Stop Blocked 12 8
03910 Universlfv Av 28430 SWC D-3 Street Name Blocked 12 8
07880 Wof Glenfiursf Wv 11260 NWC WBT Rl-1 Stop Faded 12 8
02960 Shannon Av 25420 SWC Rl-1 Stop Missina 12 8
02960 Shannon Av 25420 SWC D-3 Street Name Missina 12 8
03420 Greenbrior Dr 11550 SEC Rl-1 Stop Blocked
H0372 Wof Duranao Dr 08500 NWC WBT R2-1 (25) Speed limit New 3 8
03430 Wof Sandhill Rd 24770 NWC WBT R2-1 (251 Speed Limit Faded 12 8
12080 Wof Bruce St 03640 SWC EBT S2-1 School X-Woik Blocked 12 8
12080 Eof Bruce St 03640 NEC WBT S5-1(251 School Zone Speed timi Replace 12 8
28430 Eof Bruce St 03640 SEC EBT 55-1(15) School Zone Speed Limi Blocked 12 8
11260 S of Westfield CIr 29840 SWC SBT 54-2(15) School Zone Times Graffiti 12 8
03430 Greenbrior Dr 11550 NEC post Replace 12 8
25920 Everman Dr 09730 NWC Rl-1 Stop Down 1302 9
06840 Washinqfon St 29605 SEC Rl-1 Stop Replace 23 9
06840 Washinafon St 29605 SEC D-3 Street Nome loose 23 9
12935 Main St 17009 NWC Rl-1 Stop Grofitti 23 9
12935 Main St 17009 NWC Rl-3 Wav Stop GranttI 23 9
27980 S of Patrick In 21250 SEC NBT Rl-1 Stop Down 1 9
27020 Foqq St 10350 NEC Rl-1 Stop Down 4 9
23760 Wof Eastern Av 08610 NWC WBT R2-1 (251 Speed limit Missina 9
21250 Wof Industrial Rd 13560 NWC WBT R2-1 (251 Speed limit leaninq 9
22180 Eof Jones Bl 14140 SEC EBT R2-1 (251 Speed limit lean ina 9
68949 Nof Alexander Rd 00460 NEC NBT R2-1 (25) Speed limit Missinq 9
21420 Nof Hacienda AV 11750 NEC NBT R3-3 No Turns Down 9
28630 Nof Russell Rd 24160 NEC NBT R2-1 (35) Speed limit Down 9
07870 Edison Wv 08765 WBT R4-7 stand Arrow Missina 12 7
H0067 Eof Jones Bl 14140 NEC WBT R4-7R island Arrow Relocate 9
08765 Wof Bia Bend Dr 02723 NEC WBT W1-2L Turn Arrow Missina 23 9
10912 Eof S Main St 17009 SEC EBT W14-1A Not A Thru St Faded 12 7
30116 Sorinq M eadow Dr 26327 NWC D-3 Street Name loose 1 9
11880 Duranao Dr 08500 SWC D-3 Street Name loose 1 9
08765 Biq Bend Dr 02723 EBT W14 End of Road Down 23 9
>le (continued)
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INd IN Y Approved bv APm APd APy Disposition Disposition by DIsm DIsd Dis y Disptlme Vetrlcte# Quantltles-stnns Posts Anctsor
HA 08 28 1996 install 45 08 30 1996 7:55 10165 1 1 1
HA 08 28 1996 install 45 08 30 1996 7:55 10165 1 1 1
30 1996 relocate 12 08 30 1996 10:50 10167 1 0 1
30 1996 relocate 12 08 30 1996 10:50 10167 1 0 1
30 1996 relocate 12 08 30 1996 10:35 10167 0 0 1
30 1996 relocate 12 08 30 1996 10:35 10167 0 0 1
30 1996 replace 12 08 30 1996 8:00 10167 1 0 0
30 1996 replace 12 08 30 1996 7:45 10167 1 1 0
30 1996 replace 12 08 30 1996 7:45 10167 1 1 0
trim 12 08 30 1996 7:30 10167 0 0 0
27 1996 install 3 08 30 1996 8:50 10166 1 1 1
30 1996 reolace 12 08 30 1996 7:00 10167 1 0 0
30 1996 trim 12 08 30 1996 11:00 10167 0 0 0
30 1996 reolace 4 08 30 1996 10:00 10167 1 0 0
30 1996 trim 12 08 30 1996 10:15 10167 1 0 0
30 1996 replace 12 08 30 1996 6:30 10167 1 0 0
30 1996 remove 12 08 30 1996 7:15 10167 0 0
3 1996 reset 09 03 1996 13:00 10165 1 0
3 1996 reset 23 09 03 1996 11:45 10166 0 0 0
3 1996 reset 23 09 03 1996 11:45 10166 0 0 0
3 1996 reolace 23 09 . 03 1996 11:30 1 0 0
3 1996 reolace 23 09 03 1996 11:30 1 0 0
3 1996 reset 1 09 03 1996 9:00 10167 0 0 0
3 1996 reset 1 09 03 1996 14:45 10167 qI 1 1
3 1996 Install 1 09 03 1996 7:35 10167 1 1 1
3 1996 siralahten 1 09 03 1996 8:00 10167 ol 0 0
3 1996 straiatiten 1 09 03 1996 9:15 10167 0 0 0
3 1996 Install 1 09 03 1996 11:30 10167 1 1 1
3 1996 reset 1 09 03 1996 7:00 10167 0 0 0
3 1996 reset 1 09 03 1996 8:30 10167 0 0 0
15 1996 reolace 23 09 03 1996 8:45 10)66 1 0 0
3 1996 RCole 09 03 1996 relocate 1 09 03 1996 10:20 10167 0 1 0
3 1996 reset 23 09 03 1996 9:00 10166 0 0 0
15 1996 reolace 23 09 03 1996 11:10 10166 1 0 0
3 1996 tiatiten 1 09 03 1996 13:20 10167 0 0 0
3 1996 llatiten 1 09 03 1996 12:00 10167 0 0 0
3 1996 reset 23 09 03 1996 8:55 10166 0 0 0
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B.4 Microsoft Access Database Sample (continued)
other Comments
Relocated to 18" off curb e d a e
Reiocoled to 18" off curb edqe
Relocated to 18" off curb e d a e
Relocated to 18" ott curb ed a e
Crotq Rd posted 35 E of Duranao, pav ed  rd turns to qravel rd WBT
1 8:30-3:45 Sticker Corrected times to 8:30 - 3:45
8:30 - 3:45
8:30-3:45
remove round post trom vord
relocate 150' E tor WBT
Replace with 'No Outlet'
■p.o\
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